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Abstract 

The relationship between the cellulolytic Clostridium termitidis and the 

electrogenic Geobacter sulfurreducens was evaluated in terms of co-culture sustainability 

and hydrogen (H2) production. Batch co-culture experiments in triplicate balch tubes 

were conducted on a modified 1191 medium, using cellobiose as the sole carbon source 

and fumarate as a terminal electron acceptor. A carbon balance of 97.5 % and electron 

recovery of 113.8% was achieved. Despite high initial concentrations of acetate, no 

formate and very low H2 concentrations were detected. This observation supports the 

hypothesis that a syntrophic association exists between both bacteria: i) mono-culture 

growth by C. termitidis on 2 g L-1 cellobiose generated 9.4 mM-H2 and 8.3 mM-formate; 

ii) mono-cultures of G. sulfurreducens displayed preferential formate consumption (7.9 

mmol g-dry cell-1 h-1) when grown on a synthetic cocktail of fermentation end-products; 

and iii) G. sulfurreducens expresses active respiratory hydrogenases capable of H2 

oxidation with concomitant fumarate reduction.  

Co-culture growth characterization experiments were repeated in three microbial 

electrolysis cells (MECs) using modified 1191 medium and cellobiose as the sole carbon 

source. Initially, 9.7 mol-H2 mol-1-glucose was produced at a coulombic efficiency of 

65.7 ± 0.8 %. A sustainable co-culture could not be maintained despite efforts to reduce 

reactor temperature (30oC) and triple the medium’s buffering capacity (100 mM).  

Strategies to achieve a sustainable co-culture are to: i) minimize the carbon flux through 

C. termitidis by using complex substrates, ii) maintain neutral operating conditions, and 

iii) introduce an acetogenic bacteria to control the flux of intermediates. Substrate 

preference by G. sulfurreducens was observed once again, suggesting online 
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measurements of formate could be a useful tool for indirectly monitoring co-culture 

health in a MEC. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1  Hydrogen production: current status and drivers for the development of a 

renewable economy 

A hydrogen (H2) economy is well established, including the technology to produce 

it. Global H2 consumption is estimated at 50 million metric tons at an overall growth rate 

between 5 and 10 % [1,  2]. The majority of H2 produced is consumed as a reactant in 

hydrogenation processes, in either chemical manufacturing or petroleum processing 

industries [3]. According to Fig. 1.1a, approximately 50 % of all H2 produced is used in 

the production of ammonia fertilizer. Petroleum refining or hydrocracking processes 

account for roughly 37 % while petroleum production processes total 8 % (e.g. methanol 

synthesis). Furthermore, H2 is used as an oxygen (O2) scavenger in the metals industry 

(during heat treatment processes), as a jet fuel, a coolant, and in the food industry (oil and 

fat hydrogenation processes). The high demand for H2 makes it a valuable chemical, with  

a) 

 

b) 

 
Figure 1.1 Summary of global H2 production a) Major industrial applications and b) major energy 
sources for H2 production are illustrated. Reproduced from [1, 3]. 
 
an average selling price of $ 6 kg-1. Comparing that against electricity, $ 0.1 kWh, or 

natural gas, $0.43 kg-1 – where, on a per mass basis, H2 has an energy content 2.2 times 

greater than methane (CH4) – clearly there is value in producing H2 [1,  4]. 
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Unfortunately, 96 % of global H2 production is derived from fossil sources (Fig. 

1.1b) [1,  2]. Nearly half of all H2 is produced from natural gas streams, in particular 

steam methane reforming (SMR). Heavy oil, naphtha, and coal make up an additional 48 

% of the market, while only 4 % of H2 is generated from a renewable source via the 

electrolysis of water. Canada is one of the world’s largest producers of H2, generating 1.5 

million metric tons annually in British-Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan alone. 

Growth is expected to double in the next 20 years from oil sands developments in Alberta 

[5]. 

The dependency on fossil fuels places H2 production in an economically 

vulnerable position, where pricing is influenced by a potentially unreliable and 

financially volatile oil market. A study by Agarwal (2007) [6] estimated that natural gas, 

oil, and coal reserves will last for 63, 41, and 218 years respectively, providing current 

production and consumption rates are maintained. With an industrializing and motorizing 

population base approaching 9 billion, consumption will only increase as crude oil 

reserves continue to shrink. Estimated oil demand is expected to double in the pre-

industrialized countries of China and India. According to the International Energy 

Agency [7], by the year 2025, global oil demand will rise by 52 %, making an already 

stretched fossil fuel market in higher demand and even shorter supply. Clearly, there is 

strong incentive to reduce our dependency on hydrocarbon reforming and to develop 

renewable H2 production strategies. 

Many non-reforming approaches are capable of converting renewable energy 

sources into H2 rich streams. For instance, solar, wind, and tidal energy can be used to 

generate electricity to drive the electrolysis of water [8]. The production of H2 from water 
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can also be accomplished photosynthetically via direct photolysis by algae and bacteria 

[9,  10]. In the past 15 years, there has been a global interest in shifting the industry’s 

dependence away from fossil sources to cellulosic biomass alternatives [11,  12]. 

Biomass is seen as an important contributor to the development of a sustainable H2 

society for several reasons [13]: i) it is a renewable feed that sequesters atmospheric 

carbon dioxide (CO2); ii) having energy stored in chemical bonds makes it a versatile 

resource in which products other than H2 can be extracted (e.g. gasoline, diesel, biofuels, 

value-added chemicals, biomaterials); and iii) a large variety of reserves which would 

otherwise be considered waste are available for processing, including agricultural and 

forestry residues and industrial, domestic, and fermentative wastewaters [14]. 

A novel process known as microbial electrohydrogenesis is capable of generating 

high yields of H2 from cellulosic waste. Cellulolytic bacteria hydrolyze biomass into 

soluble fermentation end-products, which in turn are completely oxidized by electrogenic 

bacteria. The electrons and protons generated are chemically reduced within a microbial 

electrolysis cell (MEC). Thus, H2 is produced both biologically via fermentation and 

chemically at the cathode of an electrochemical reactor. Organisms from the class 

Clostridia and δ-Proteobacteria are typically enriched in such systems. In particular, 

bacteria from the genus Clostridium and Geobacter dominate cellulolytic [15,  16] and 

electrogenic [17] environments respectively.  

The engineering challenges associated with operation and scale-up are limited by our 

current knowledge of the microbial communities that develop at the anode. In particular, 

the relationship between fermentative and electrogenic bacteria is poorly understood. 

Although it is more than likely that the practical application of MEC technology will use 
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mixed consortia enriched from contaminated waste streams, it is critical to evaluate 

reactor performance using pure culture studies. Investigating the microbial relationships 

within a MEC will aid in determining optimized operating conditions leading to 

improved reactor design and increased H2 production.  

1.2  Hypotheses 

Enhanced hydrogen production from renewable, cellulosic materials can be achieved by 

co-culturing the fermentative, cellulolytic Clostridium termitidis with the electrogenic 

Geobacter sulfurreducens in a MEC. 

 
Characterizing mono- and co-culture growth in balch tube experiments and in MECs will 

further our understanding of the relationship that exists between fermentative and 

electrogenic bacteria, information that may be useful in formulating microbiological and 

engineering strategies for improved reactor design and consolidated operation.  

1.3  Objectives 

1. Design, fabricate, and test an autoclavable, anaerobic, single-chambered microbial 

electrolysis cell operating in fed-batch mode 

2. Characterize mono- and co-culture growth of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens in 

triplicate balch tube experiments  

3. Characterize mono- and co-culture growth of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens in 

triplicate MECs  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1  Cellulosic biomass 

As much as 7.5 x 1010 tons of cellulose, the major component of plant biomass [8], 

is synthesized every year [18]. Found almost exclusively in plant cell walls, the high 

cellulose content typically ranges between 35 to 50 % of plant dry weight [19]. It is a 

linear, insoluble, polymer composed of the repeated union of β–D-glucopyranose1 

residues linked by β-1,4 glycosidic bonds [20,  21]. Unlike other glucan polymers (e.g. 

starch), the repeating unit of cellulose is not glucose but rather the soluble disaccharide 

cellobiose [22]. In cellulolytic bacteria (e.g. Clostridium thermocellum, Clostridium 

cellulolyticum, Clostridium termitidis), cellobiose hydrolysis can be phosphorylytically 

cleaved, yielding glucose in addition to glucose-1-phophsate (Fig. 2.1). The net effect of 

this process is reduced ATP requirements for the entry of glucose into glycolysis. This 

energy benefit is further exaggerated by the active transport of larger soluble 

oligosaccharides, where cleavage will also yield phosphorylated glucose residues. During 

bacterial growth studies, it is possible to circumvent the need of cellulose while justifying 

the use of cellobiose as a carbon source. Not only is metabolic behavior more easily 

studied using a soluble substrate, but it is assumed cellobiose is representative of growth 

on cellulose because cellobiose is the main product of cellulose hydrolysis [22].  

                                                
1 The cyclic form of glucose is also known as glucopyranose  
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Figure 2.1 Carbohydrate uptake and phosphorylation by cellulolytic bacteria A net ATP benefit is 
possible by the active transport of larger oligosaccharides into the cell [image courtesy of Carlo Carere]. 
 

Cellulose possesses a relatively unusual crystalline structure. Individual glucan 

chains, known as cellodextrins, exhibit a high degree of polymerization (DP), which can 

exceed lengths of over 25,000 glucan residues [22]. The cellodextrins are stiffened by 

both intrachain and interchain hydrogen bonds and form adjacent overlying sheets held 

together by weak intersheet van der Waals forces. These factors combined bring 

structural order to the crystalline nature of cellulose, creating tightly packed, insoluble 

regions that prevent penetration and increase resistance to most forms of degradation 

[19]. It is for this reason why there is a tendency for cellulose to accumulate within the 

environment. Yet despite its crystalline structure, cellulose rarely exists in this pure state. 

Instead, natural cellulosic substrates are heterogeneous and are composed of amorphous 

regions containing voids and irregularities. Cellulose fibers are embedded in a complex, 

intertwined matrix of other structural biopolymers, primarily xylan or other 

hemicelluloses and lignin, which account for 20 to 35 and 5 to 30 % of plant dry weight, 

respectively [19]. 

The prominence of cellulose in the environment strongly reflects the ecological 

importance of organisms to utilize this biopolymer as a carbon source. Although the 
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majority of cellulose is degraded under aerobic conditions, up to 10 % of cellulose is 

metabolized anaerobically by a range of physiologically diverse bacteria. In particular, a 

wide array of metabolic end-products can be produced through dark fermentation, 

including the generation of bioH2.  There is enormous potential to capture H2 from 

cellulosic materials through biological means. Cellulose degradation via dark 

fermentation is of widely recognized importance in both a technological and ecological 

context, and has the most immediate potential for sustainable bioH2 production [23]. 

2.2  Dark fermentation and the theoretical limitations of hydrogen production  

There are many microorganisms capable of both cellulose hydrolysis and H2 

production [24]. Among this group of cellulolytic microorganisms, bacteria of the class 

Clostridia and the genus Clostridium are not only well studied and characterized but are 

often found dominant in cellulolytic, H2-producing reactor systems [15,  16]. Soluble 

cellodextrins and cellobiose released from cellulose degradation enter the cell and are 

metabolized via fermentation, where energy is gained through substrate-level 

phosphorylation (SLP). The glucan polymers are hydrolyzed into glucose-1-phosphate 

(G-1-P) and converted to glucose-6-phosphate, entering the Embden-Meyerhof 

(glycolysis) pathway for sugar catabolism and generating pyruvate as its end metabolite. 

Hydrogen is produced from the decarboxylation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA, reducing 

ferredoxin (Fered) in the process. Transferring electrons to a dehydrogenase re-oxidizes 

Fered while reducing protons to form H2. Unfortunately, H2 is not the only product 

synthesized during fermentation. Pyruvate catabolism consists of numerous metabolic 

pathways to satisfy metabolic energy requirements with the generation of ATP as well as 

regenerating the reducing power of the cell by re-oxidizing reduced electron carriers (e.g. 
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NADH, NADH(P), Fered). The result is a branched metabolism and the production of 

other end-products including organic acids (formate, lactate), fatty acids (acetate, 

butyrate), alcohols (ethanol), and biogas (H2, CO2). 

The complete oxidation of glucose in the absence of oxygen2 can be written as: 

 
Glucose + 12 H2O → 6 HCO3

- + 6 H+ + 12 H2    (ΔG°′ + 3.2 kJ mol-1) 

 
Despite a stoichiometric potential of 12 mol-H2 mol-1-glucose, the maximum amount of 

H2 that can be produced by fermentation is 4 mol H2 mol-1-glucose, assuming only 

acetate is produced: 

 
Glucose + 4 H2O → 2 Acetate- + 2 HCO3

- + 4 H+ + 4 H2  (ΔG°′ -206.3 kJ mol-1) 

 
In practice, H2 yields are even lower, primarily due to electron assimilation into 

biomass, metabolic shifts to more reduced products, or H2 re-consumption by uptake 

hydrogenases. Actual numbers are close to or lower than 2 mol H2 mol-1-glucose [25,  

26], making practical H2 production from biomass too small for dark fermentation to be 

considered economically competitive with other H2 producing technologies [27]. Further 

H2 can be extracted from the reduced metabolic end-products but an additional 

investment of energy would be required to overcome these thermodynamically 

unfavorable reactions. For example, the complete degradation of acetate requires +104.6 

kJ mol-1 under standard temperature and pressure conditions (STP) (25oC, 1 M aqueous 

species, 1 bar), adjusted to pH 7:  

 
Acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3

- + H+ + 4 H2     (ΔG°′+104.6 kJ mol-1) 

                                                
2 Gibbs free energy calculations do not include the formation or consumption of ATP.  
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Coupling microbial electrohydrogenesis with dark fermentation may be the solution 

necessary to achieve high yields of H2 from cellulosic biomass. 

2.3  Enhanced hydrogen production by microbial electrohydrogenesis 

Electrohydrogenesis is a novel process capable of high H2 production from organic 

waste streams (Fig. 2.2). Microbial electrolysis cells are bio-electrochemical reactors that 

microbially oxidize organic material at an anode, producing CO2, electrons, and protons. 

Electrons are shuttled from one electrode to the other through an external electric circuit 

while protons diffuse through the electrolyte to the cathode. Electrons and protons are 

chemically reduced at the cathode, in the presence of a catalyst, to form H2. Current 

production is very small and must be calculated according to Ohm’s law by measuring 

the voltage drop (Vdrop) across an external resistor (Rext). 

 

Figure 2.2 Principles of operation of a MEC Microbial oxidation of organic material at the anode, e.g. 
acetate oxidation, liberates electrons (e-) and protons (H+), which undergo chemical reduction at the 
cathode to form H2. The reduction potential at the anode is higher than at the cathode and thus a small 
voltage must be supplied to drive this non-spontaneous reaction. 

 
This is not a spontaneous reaction. The standard reduction potential, Eº′, for H2 

production is lower than the reduction potential at the anode. In practice, this potential 
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difference is even greater due to ohmic resistance through the system and overpotentials 

at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Consequently, energy from an external power 

source must be supplied to the cell in order to drive electrons from the anode to the 

cathode. Although not required, a membrane is typically used to separate the anode and 

cathode reactions while facilitating proton transfer. 

The number of studies investigating H2 generation by microbial 

electrohydrogenesis is rapidly increasing. High H2 yields and recovery efficiencies can be 

achieved using energy sources that were once considered waste, such as fermentation end 

products and wastewater streams. Several bench-scale reactors have been summarized in 

Table 2.1 to demonstrate the technology’s rapid progression from proof-of-concept 

design to its current status. The performance of each reactor was compared in terms of H2 

yield, volumetric H2 production rate, and coulombic efficiency3. For the purpose of 

consistency, all papers selected in this evaluation were inoculated with mixed cultures 

and used acetate as the sole carbon source.  

It was mentioned in the introduction that even though over 95 % of current H2 

producing technologies depend on fossil sources, many non-reforming approaches also 

exist which convert alternative resources such as biomass and water into H2 rich streams 

[9]. A brief description of the most popular H2-from-biomass and H2-from-water 

technologies is presented in Table 2.2. The major advantages and disadvantages of each 

process are described, and H2 production rates and efficiencies are evaluated with respect 

to microbial electrohydrogenesis. All systems are compared against the industry standard, 

H2 production using SMR. 

                                                
3 Coulombic efficiency is defined as the fraction of electrons recovered as current versus the total number 
of electrons available in the substrate 
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Table 2.1 Overview of various MEC architectures and system performances reported in literature All studies used mixed consortiums as inoculums and 
acetate as the sole substrate. Overall H2 production (YH2), volumetric H2 production rates, and coulombic efficiency (CE), measured at specific applied voltages 
(Eap), were compared to reactor volume and electrode and membrane material and size. 
 

Membrane 

 

 
Anode 

 

Cathode 

 

Reference Operation 

Applied 
voltage Eap 

(V) 

Overall 
H2 yield 
YH2 (%) 

Vol. H2 
production 
rate (m3-

H2 m-3 d-1) 

Coulombic 
efficiency 
CE (%) 

Total 
liquid 

vol. (L) Material 
Area 
(cm2) 

 
Material 

Area 
(cm2) 

 
Material 

Area 
(cm2) 

 
Electrode 
spacing 

(cm) 

[28] 
[Bottle] B 0.25 54a 0.005 60a 0.4 

CEM 
(Nafion 
117) 

3.5 
 C-cloth 

(plain) 12 
 C-paper 

(0.5 mg Pt/cm2) 12 
 

15 

[29] B 0.5 53 0.02 92 6.6 
CEM 
(Nafion 
117) 

256 
 G-felt 

(disc) 
452 

(400)b 

 Ti-mesh 
(5 mg Pt/cm2) 

452 
(400)b 

 Direct 
contact w/ 

CEM 

0.31 
AEM 
(Fumasep 
FAB) 

   

[30] B 1.0 23 

0.33 

23 3.3 CEM 
(Nafion 
117) 

256  
G-felt 
(disc) 400  

MEA 
Ti-mesh 
(5 mg Pt/cm2) 

400  

Direct 
contact w/ 
membrane 

[31] B 0.6 88c 1.1 88a .04c 
AEM  
(AMI-
7001) 

n/a 
 G-

granules 528 
 C-cloth 

(0.5 mg Pt/cm2) 1 
 

4 

[32] B 0.6 88c 3.12 92c 0.028 No membrane 
 G-brush 

(NH3) 
2,200 

 C-cloth 
(0.5 mg Pt/cm2) 7 

 
n/a 

[33] † C 1.0 98 6.3 98 0.1 No membrane  
(J-cloth) 

 
C-felt 50 

 GDE (E-tek) 
(0.5 mg Pt/cm2)  n/a 

 
0.03 

 
n/a not available  
YH2,th is calculated based on the number of moles H2 produced versus theoretical amount of H2 that can be extracted form substrate (i.e. 4 mol-H2 mol-1-acetate)  
B batch, C continuous, CEM cation exchange membrane, AEM anion exchange membrane, C carbon, G graphite, Ti titanium, MEA membrane electrode 
assembly, GDE gas diffusion electrode 
† equivalent acetate loading rate of 4 g L-1 d-1 
a referenced from Logan [26] 
b surface area of electrode submerged in electrolyte 
c referenced from Logan et al. [34] 
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Table 2.2 Comparison of H2 production technologies Hydrogen production technologies are evaluated based on maturity, capacity, and efficiency. Only 
processes relevant to microbial electrohydrogenesis and renewables (biomass and water sources) were selected. Steam methane reforming was included in this 
analysis because it is the largest net producer of H2 (adapted from [9,  10]) 
 
 

Technology Description Advantages Disadvantages Maturity H2 
production  Efficiency Reference 

        
organic waste materials can be used as 
energy sources 

requires additional energy input (~0.6 
V) 

near complete substrate utilization 
(>90%) 

methanogenic competition in mixed 
cultures (H2 consumption for CH4 
production) 

very high H2 recovery efficiency 
(>93%) 

high internal energy losses 

requires anodic anaerobic conditions 

Microbial 
electrohydrogenesis 

electrochemical oxidation of 
organic material (microbial 
catalysis) and reduction of H+ 
and e- to from H2 (chemical, 
biological catalysis) 

low operating temperatures and 
pressures technology still in its infancy (more 

research needed in catalyst 
development, membrane design, scale-
up testing) 

L 6.3 m3-H2 
m-3 d-1 

 
 

81%a [33] 

Hydrocarbon reforming 

extensive industrial use highest CO and CO2 emissions vs. other 
fossil fuel H2 producing technologies 

no O2 required 

Steam reforming 
(methane) 

steam at high temperatures reacts 
with CH4 to produce CO and H2. 
WGS reaction further converts 
CO into H2 and CO2 High H2/CO2 ratio (3:1) 

operating near theoretical limits – little 
room for improvement 

C 1.5 million 
Nm3 d-1 

70-85%b [35] 

Hydrogen from biomass 

extensive industrial use significant accumulation of tar 
fuel flexibility low thermal efficiency and energy 

density 
simplicity H2 separation from syngas required 

Biomass gasification chemical conversion of  biomass 
at high temperature and 
controlled O2 (endothermic, 
partial oxidation reaction) into a 
producer gas or syngas (H2, CH4, 
CO, CO2, N2, NH3). 

syngas can be used as feed for steam 
reforming and WGS reaction to 
increase H2 yields 

commercial systems requires large 
quantities of biomass – high 
transportation costs  

C 40,482 
Nm3-H2 d-1† 

35-50%b [36,  37] 

water is primary feed for direct 
photolysis 

low light utilization efficiency (5-15%) Direct - photosynthetic 
production of H2 from H2O by 
algae and bacteria ability to metabolically engineer 

designer strains 

0.04 m3-H2 
m-3 d-1 

use sunlight as energy source 

Photolysis 

Indirect - production of H2 from 
carbohydrates produced by 
photosynthesis 
(photoheterotrophs)  

simple nutritional requirements 

co-production of O2 inhibits H2 
production 

L 

0.19 m3-H2 
m-3 d-1 

0.5%c [9,  10] 

ability to metabolize soluble and 
insoluble biomass 

separation step required to produce high 
quality H2 

Dark fermentation fermentation of carbohydrate rich 
substrates by anaerobic  bacteria 
(sometimes algae). Typical ability to metabolically engineer strains H2 competition with reduced 

L 4.4 – 65.1 
m3-H2 m-3 
d-1 

60-80%d [9,  10] 
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for enhanced H2 production fermentation end-products 
strongly depends on environmental 
growth conditions 

 fermentation end-products 
include mixed gas (H2, CO2, CH4, 
H2S), organic acids, alcohol 
(ethanol, butanol) 

low temperature demand 

process inhibited by O2 

    

ability to use reduced organic 
compounds as a carbon source 

H2 consumption by uptake 
hydrogenases 

can be grown using a variety of 
processes (batch, continuous, porous 
glass, activated glass, polyurethane 
foam) 

slow nitrogenase enzyme activity 

Photo fermentation light energy and reduced 
compounds (organic acids) are 
catalyzed by a nitrogenase to 
form H2 under N2-deficient 
conditions 

process not inhibited by O2 not efficient solar collectors (current 
collection efficiency, 1.9%) 

L 0.09 m3-H2 
m-3 d-1 

0.1%e [9,  10] 

low temperature and pressure reaction 
(enzymatic catalysis) 

requires a CO source Biological water-gas-
shift (WGS) 

microbial oxidation of CO to 
CO2, following the WGS reaction 

thermodynamics favor high conversion 
of CO to CO2 and H2 

requires darkness (photoheterotrophic) 

L 51.7 m3-H2 
m-3 d-1 

n/a [9,  10] 

Hydrogen from water 

mature technology expensive Pt catalysts required 
low operating temperature  electrolyte must be replenished 

Alkaline electrolyzer H2O is introduced at the cathode 
and is separated into H2 and OH-. 
The OH- travels through the 
alkaline electrolyte (30 wt% 
KOH or NaOH), forming O2 at 
the anode. 

modest current density (100-300 mA 
cm-1) 

H2 must be separated from electrolyte 

C 11,640 
Nm3-H2 d-

1††  

50-60%e [38,  39] 

low operating temperature  stringent regulation of fuel quality (CO 
and H2S poisoning) 

high current density (>1600 mA cm-1)  

PEM electrolyzer similar to electrohydrogenesis. 
H2O is split into H+ and O2 at the 
anode. H+ combine at the cathode 
to produce H2 no H2 separation unit required  

N 24 Nm3-H2 
d-1††† 

55-70%e [40] 

        
n/a = not available 
C = Commercial; N = Near term; L = Long term 
Nm3 = cubic meter of gas volume at normal (i.e. atmospheric) pressure conditions 
† MTCI (Manufacturing and Technology Conversion International) gasifier; type: BFB (bubbling fluidized bed); feedstock: pulp sludge 
†† Norsk Hydro Electrolyser – Atmospheric Type No.5040. 
††† HOGEN RE PEM electrolyzer by Proton EnergySystems 
a Energy-conversion efficiency (ECE) includes applied voltage but not energy in substrate (see [41]). Does not include H2 purification. 
b Thermal efficiency based on higher heating values 
c Does not include  H2 purification 
d Theoretical maximum, 4 mol-H2 mol-1 glucose 
e lower heating value of generated H2 divided by the electrical energy to the electrolysis cell
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From Table 2.2, it becomes apparent that even though microbial 

electrohydrogenesis is competitive with many H2-from-biomass processes, it is still a 

technology in its infancy. To be considered a mature process, H2 production rates and 

volumetric throughput must be comparable with SMR, biomass gasification, and alkaline 

electrolyzers. Target objectives have been proposed [4,  42]. As an example, for MECs to 

be competitive with high performance wastewater treatment systems4, volumetric 

production rates must be greater than 10 m3-H2 m-3 d-1, operating at 90% H2 efficiency in 

a reactor scaled-up to 104 – 106 L in size. Despite bench-scale reactors operating near 

some of these goals, the major hurdle facing microbial electrohydrogenesis is scale-up: 

the ability to maintain this performance in reactor volume’s six orders of magnitude 

greater, and doing so at a competitive price.  

The purpose for the remainder of this chapter is twofold: i) to explain the 

fundamental principles of microbial electrohydrogenesis in an attempt to identify major 

bottlenecks within this process and ii) to discuss strategies to overcome the technical 

limitations that currently impede MEC technology. Investigation into the microbial 

communities that develop at the anode and the various mechanisms of electron transfer 

responsible for cell growth are examined. The thermodynamics of electrode reactions and 

electrode potentials are derived to determine theoretical operating conditions. Finally, 

energy losses associated with internal resistance and current flow are examined to explain 

deviations from ideal behavior. First, however, the history of MEC technology and its 

evolution from bio-electrochemical systems (BES) is explored.  

                                                
4 Target based on wastewater systems from BIOPAQ (Netherlands): high rate aerobic systems (up to 5 kg-
COD m-3 day-1) and high rate anaerobic systems (>10 kg-COD m-3 day-1)  
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2.4  History of the MEC  

The first connection between electricity and biology was made in 1791 by Luigi 

Galvani, who discovered that severed frog’s legs contract every time the muscle and 

nerve endings are connected to a static electricity generator [43,  44]. Around the same 

time, the concept of the fuel cell was developed by W.R. Grove who successfully 

produced an electric current and water by combining H2 with O2 [45]. Surprisingly, the 

first correlation between a half cell and microorganisms was not made until 1911 when 

M.C. Potter observed small amounts of electricity could be derived from microbial 

communities, introducing the possibility that bacteria were capable of generating an 

electric current [43,  46]. This discovery led to the BES in which anodic and/or cathodic 

reactions are biologically catalyzed by microorganisms. When electricity is produced in a 

BES, the term microbial fuel cell (MFC) is used. However, the term MEC is employed 

when electricity is consumed to drive electrochemical reactions [42]. In the context of 

this thesis, BESs apply specifically to microbial catalysis and not isolated enzymatic 

catalysis when assisting redox reactions in electrochemical cells [43,  47,  48].    

Electricity production has been and remains the principle driving force behind the 

development of BES technology. In 1931, Cohen conducted the first bacteria-electrode 

interaction studies by examining overall potentiometric intensities of chemical reactions 

during bacterial growth [49,  50]. He demonstrated bacterial cultures are electrical half-

cells that can perform work. With the introduction of artificial electron mediators 

(potassium ferricyanide or benzoquinone), Cohen was able to build the first bacterial 

battery, producing a voltage of 35 V when six cells were connected in electrical series. 

During the late 1950s and throughout the1960s, interest in converting organic material 
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into electrical energy surfaced. Initiated by the US space program, MFCs were seen as 

potential waste disposal units that could generate power during space missions [43,  51]. 

Despite an improved understanding of the electrical connections between electrodes and 

microorganisms as well as the introduction of potentially new applications, it was 

determined that current could not be produced at a consistent rate or in quantities large 

enough to be a viable source of electrical energy [47,  50 - 53]. 

A revived interest in electricity production from microbes came in the 1990’s. Apart 

from the search for new, environmentally responsible sources of energy, studies showed 

increases in power densities using exogenous chemical mediators to deliver electrons to 

acceptors outside of the cell [54]. The breakthrough came with the discovery of the 

electricigen, bacteria capable of direct extracellular electron transfer to fuel cell anodes 

through the complete oxidation of organic compounds [17,  53]. It has been known for 

almost 100 years that electrode-reducing microorganisms can transfer electrons via direct 

contact with the anode or through the synthesis of chemical mediators, both exogenous 

and endogenous. However, it was observed for the first time that organic compounds 

were completely oxidized to CO2 with all available electrons converted to current [55].  

2.5  Electrogenic bacteria 

Taxonomic profiles of electrode-reducing microbial communities from numerous 

MFC systems have been reported [42,  56 - 59].  The bacterial communities that develop 

show great diversity and typically depend on the enrichment conditions used to colonize 

the electrode surface [60]. However, amongst this group of electrode-respiring 

microorganisms, bacteria from the phylum Proteobacteria dominate anode communities. 

According to an eight system comparative study conducted by Aelterman et al. [59], 64% 
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of the anode population belonged to the class of α-, β-, γ-, or δ-Proteobacteria, the most 

studied of these belonging to the families of Shewanella and Geobacteraceae [17]. The 

complete genome of Shewanella oneidensis was sequenced in 2002 [61] and 

subsequently that of Geobacter sulfurreducens in 2003 [62] (Fig. 2.3). Both organisms 

will serve as excellent models to elucidate the mechanisms of electron transfer between 

microorganism and electrode.   

 

Figure 2.3 Scanning electron microscopy of the electrogenic bacterium G. sulfurreducens Gram-
negative cells (green), approximately 2 nm in length, group along a gold plate (brown), illustrating the 
organism’s ability to develop thick biofilms [Image taken by J. Paige Byers, Brockhouse Institute for 
Materials Research and Canadian Centre for Electron Microscopy, McMaster University, as part of a 
collaboration between Dr. Gianluigi Botton at McMaster University and Dr. David Levin, Department of 
Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba, funded by the NSERC Hydrogen Canada (H2CAN) 
Network.].  
 

2.5.1  Mechanisms for microbe-electrode electron transfer 

Understanding the principles of electron transfer between a microorganism and an 

electrode are essential in optimizing the current generated by any BES. Closer 
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investigation into these mechanisms could not only influence material selection used to 

improve the electrical connection between the bacteria and the electrode but also 

manipulate the surface design of the electrode to facilitate electron delivery [53]. 

Although the exact mechanisms for electron transfer are not completely understood, three 

methods have been proposed (Fig. 2.4): i) long-range electron transfer via electron 

shuttles, ii) direct electron transfer via outer-surface c-type cytochromes, and iii) long-

range electron transfer via conductive pili or “microbial nanowires”.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Proposed mechanisms for electron transfer to the anode of a MEC i) Long-range electron 
transfer via electron shuttles (yellow hexagon), ii) direct electron transfer via outer-surface c-type 
cytochromes (red circles), and iii) long-range electron transfer via conductive pili or “microbial nanowires” 
(orange rods). 

 
Electron shuttles: Certain microorganisms produce soluble exogenous mediators that 

shuttle electrons from cells to insoluble compounds via diffusion. This phenomenon was 

first identified in mutant species of Shewanella putrifaciens [63] and later demonstrated 

in MFCs inoculated with S. oneidensis MR-1 [64]. Results showed that as many as half 

of the S. oneidensis cells were planktonic, suggesting substrate oxidation and 

concomitant current generation were coupled to long-range electron shuttles. Various 
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techniques used to detect redox-active molecules eventually identified riboflavin 

secretion as the mechanism for extracellular electron transfer in Shewanella sp. [60,  65,  

66]. This mechanism for electron transfer has been observed in other bacteria, such as 

Geothrix fermentans [67]. Unfortunately, despite the advantages of long-distance 

interaction with an electrode, electron shuttles are energetically taxing and may not be the 

most desirable system for the bacterium [53,  68]. 

 
Direct contact via outer membrane c-type cytochromes: In contrast to synthesized 

shuttles that indirectly transfer electrons to an electrode, direct contact between the cell 

and anode is also possible through outer membrane c-type cytochromes. In the same 

study conducted by Lanthier et al. [64], the other half of S. oneidensis cells that were not 

planktonic were attached to the surface of the anode, suggesting multiple strategies for 

electron transfer exist. In order to differentiate between direct and indirect mineral 

reduction pathways, further investigation was required. Nanoporous glass beads 

deposited with Fe(III) (hydr)oxide were used to measure iron reduction by S. oneidensis 

MR-1 both indirectly and as a biofilm [69]. Results from strains with mutations in cyma 

and omcB identified a potential reduction process in which cytoplasmic c-type 

cytochrome CymA is required for both direct and indirect mineral reduction whereas 

outer membrane c-type cytochrome OmcB is not necessary for indirect iron reduction 

[69]. It has been proposed that CymA functions as the terminal electron acceptor in the 

electron transport chain of S. oneidensis MR-1 whereas OmcB acts as a direct electrical 

contact between the microbe and the electrode surface [17].  

Gene deletion studies in G. sulfurreducens further highlight the importance outer 

membrane c-type cytochromes have as direct electrical contacts between microbe and 
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electrode. Two genes that encode outer membrane cytochromes, omcS and omcE, were 

targeted based on high transcript levels during growth on an electrode as the sole electron 

acceptor [70]. Deletion of omcS significantly reduced current production, which was 

restored after re-expression of the gene in trans on a plasmid. However, current inhibition 

was only temporary following the deletion of omcE. Over time, G. sulfurreducens found 

alternative routes to transfer electrons to the anode surface [53].  Results from this study 

outline the significance of outer membrane c-type cytochromes in direct electron transfer 

to an electrode. However, some organisms capable of reducing Fe(III) oxides lack c-

cytochromes [71]. In addition, electron transport proteins attached directly to the outer 

membrane of the cell cannot explain how thick biofilms up to 75 µm [72] develop along 

anode surfaces reported in many MFC studies [73 - 75]. Further investigation using G. 

sulfurreducens led to the discovery of electrically conductive pili known as “nanowires” 

[76]. 

 
Electron transfer via microbial nanowires: According to Reguera (2009) [77], the 

nanowires of G. sulfurreducens are classified as type IV pili, protein filaments composed 

of the repeated single structural subunit, pilin or PilA. Typically, type IV pili aid in cell 

motility or adhesion to solid surfaces and are generally required by many Gram-negative 

organisms for biofilm establishment and maturation [78]. Unlike other pili, the microbial 

nanowires of G. sulfurreducens behave differently. Functionally, they act as electrical 

conductive conduits that enable microbial cell-cell communication and metal reduction. 

Structurally, the nanowires are much smaller in size, ranging from 4-5 nm in diameter5 

                                                
5 10,000 times finer than a human hair 
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and 20 µm in length6. Genomically, nanowire pilin come from an independent line of 

descent following the pilin subunits from other members of the family Geobacteraceae 

(e.g. Geobacter metallreducens) [76,  77]. Additionally, the conservation of the N-

terminal domain phylogenetically distances itself from other bacterial pilins, including 

the type IV pilin of S. oneidensis [76,  77]. Microbial nanowires are responsible for 

maximizing biofilm health by coordinating a cooperative electronic community, 

aggregating and interconnecting cells into a network capable of effectively distributing 

and dissipating electrons. They are responsible for high current and power production in 

MFCs, enabling active participation from cells located not only on the surface of the 

electrode but also at the outer boundaries of the biofilm. 

A study by Reguera et al. [76] investigated the relationship between the nanowires 

of G. sulfurreducens and soluble and insoluble electron acceptors. Deletion of the pilA 

gene inhibited the production of pili and the reduction of insoluble Fe(III) oxides. The 

mutant was still able to reduce the soluble electron acceptors fumarate and Fe(III) citrate. 

Introducing a copy of the pilA gene in trans restored pili production and the ability to 

reduce Fe(III) oxides. Further studies revealed that PilA may have a structural role in 

biofilm formation [79]. However, it was observed that pilA-deficient mutants of G. 

sulfurreducens still formed biofilms along the surface of a graphite anode that was not 

connected in electrical series to a cathode, using fumarate as the terminal electron 

acceptor [53]. These findings suggest that although nanowires may not be necessary for 

biofilm growth, they are required for high-current production in BESs.  

                                                
6 capable of extending 10 times the length of the cell 
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2.6  Bio-electrochemical principles and challenges 

2.6.1  Introduction 

As previously mentioned, an electrolysis cell is an electrochemical system 

composed of two electrodes connected in electrical series and separated by an ionic 

conductor, or electrolyte. Unlike a galvanic cell that produces energy from spontaneous 

chemical reactions, electrolysis requires an input of energy to drive chemical changes that 

would otherwise not occur. When a current is added to the cell, charge is transferred by 

two separate means: electrons are carried externally by electrical conduction and ions 

flow internally through the electrolyte by ionic conduction. The interface where these two 

chemical phases meet is particularly important because this is the site of charge transfer 

between electrode and electrolyte: the reactions that occur here determine the operation 

and performance of the electrolysis cell. Thus, understanding the principles of electrode 

reactions with respect to microbial electrohydrogenesis is required in order to calculate 

theoretical limitations and explain deviations from ideal behavior.  

The energy losses measured within a MEC determine the amount of potential that 

must be supplied to the reactor to generate H2. However, total resistance within an 

electrochemical system is complicated and depends on the interrelation between three 

phenomena – thermodynamics, kinetics, and transport. The thermodynamic properties of 

the electrode and electrolyte determine the driving force for chemical reactions occurring 

at its interface. Kinetic parameters determine the rate at which these reactions will occur, 

while the transport of reactants to the interface and the continuous flow of charge through 

the cell is governed by principles of mass and charge transfer. Additionally, BESs must 
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consider any biological losses associated with microbial activity, which determine the 

extent of electron generation and transfer to the anode.  

In this section, the thermodynamics of electrode reactions in terms of the 

electrochemical potential will be reviewed. The rates of these reactions in terms of 

current densities, j (A m-2), will be discussed, introducing several models typically used 

to determine the kinetic parameters for microbial systems. Finally, mechanisms for the 

transport of charge and mass will be examined with an emphasis on the technical 

challenges that MEC technology currently faces. This section is intended to be an 

introduction to electrochemistry and its application to microbial electrohydrogenesis. For 

a closer analysis on electrochemical principles and methods, many excellent textbooks 

are available [80 - 82]. 

2.6.2  Thermodynamic evaluation in terms of electrochemical potential 

Fundamentals: The chemical potential, µ, is a thermodynamic quantity used to describe 

the energy level of a chemical species. It is a function of temperature, pressure, and 

concentration. Analogous to a ball rolling down a hill due to gravitational potential, a 

species will always move from a higher chemical potential to a lower chemical potential. 

When the species is charged, the electrical state must also be considered. In the presence 

of an electric field, the contribution of the electrostatic potential, φ, is very strong and is 

evaluated separately from the internal chemical potential components of that species. 

Thus, the electrochemical potential, 

! 

µ 
i
, is the sum of the contributions from both the 

chemical potential and electrostatic potential of species i:  

 

! 

µ 
i

= µ
i

+ z
i
F"     …    (2.1) 
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where z is the charge of species i and F is Faraday’s constant, 96,485 C mol-1 7.  

The electrode-electrolyte interface of an electrochemical cell is a multi-

component, open system in which mass (i.e. the electron) of each species is free to move 

between the liquid, α, and solid, β, phases. According to Gibbs, once a state of 

equilibrium is achieved, the electrochemical potential of each species will be the same in 

both phases: 

 

! 

µ 
i

" = µ 
i

#      …    (2.2) 

 
By introducing the phase equilibrium constraint (Eq. 2.2) to a multi-component, 

open system in phase equilibrium, the electrochemical potential can now be related in 

terms of its natural variables temperature, T, pressure, P, and mole number, n. This is 

accomplished using the fundamental thermodynamic differential equation Gibbs energy, 

G: 

 

! 

dG = "SdT +VdP + µ 
i
dn

i

i

#    …    (2.3) 

 
where S is the entropy of the system. What makes Eq. 2.3 so important is that once a 

thermodynamic function is described in terms of its natural variables, all thermodynamic 

properties of that system can be determined [83]. Assuming isothermal and isobaric 

reaction conditions typical of MECs, the Gibbs equation varies only with composition. 

Upon integration, the energy change for a chemical reaction is given by a change in 

Gibbs free energy for each half-reaction: 

                                                
7 It is easily shown that if the species is uncharged, 

! 

z
i
= 0, the electrochemical potential equals the 

chemical potential, 

! 

µ 
i

= µ
i
. 
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Gibbs free energy is a convenient measure for describing the spontaneity of a 

process and can be viewed as the tendency for a reaction to reach equilibrium. If ∆G is 

negative, the electrochemical potential for the reactants is at a higher energy level and 

electrons will spontaneously flow to products. If ∆G is positive, the electrochemical 

potential is lower for reactants and additional energy must be supplied to drive electrons 

to products. When ∆G is zero, the system is said to be in equilibrium.  

It may be more convenient to measure the electromotive force, Eemf, of a MEC 

rather than calculate the Gibbs free energy. An electromotive force is a measure of the 

work, W, required to produce an electrical potential difference between two electrodes: 

 

! 

W = EemfQ = Eemf nF     …    (2.5) 

 
where Q is the charge and n is the molar number of electrons transferred in the reaction. 

The Eemf of a MEC is the minimum amount of energy required to drive electrons from the 

anode to the cathode but can only be determined after chemical equilibrium of each half-

cell is achieved. Allowing current to flow through an electrode gives rise to polarization 

effects, or departures from the equilibrium potential. When the rate of forward reactions 

equals the rate of backwards reactions, no net current is flowing allowing the true 

difference in equilibrium potentials of each electrode half-reaction to be compared. This 

is also termed the open-circuit potential (OCP) because the voltage is measured between 

two open terminal electrodes. Under equilibrium conditions, the amount of reversible 

work to establish a potential difference is equal to the Gibbs free energy: 
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! 

Eemf = "
#G

nF
     …    (2.6) 

 
The evolution of H2 is a thermodynamically unfavorable reaction. For typical 

MECs, the cell Eemf is negative making the ∆G positive. These calculations provide the 

minimum requirements to drive H2 production but more energy is required due to various 

potential losses throughout the system (described in detail below). 

 
Electrode Potentials: Any electrochemical cell can be viewed as a controlled redox 

reaction, where oxidation and reduction are spatially separated into half-reactions located 

at the anode and cathode respectively. The minimum cell potential to drive microbial 

electrohydrogenesis, expressed as an electromotive force, can be determined by 

evaluating each electrode separately: 

 

! 

Eemf = Ec " Ea     …    (2.7) 

 
The Nernst equation is used to determine the equilibrium potential for each half-

reaction: 

 

! 

E
electrode

= E
electrode

o
"
RT

nF
ln(#)     …   (2.8) 

 
where R is the universal gas constant, 8.31447 J mol-1 K-1, and T is the absolute 

temperature. According to IUPAC convention, all reactions are reported as a reduction 

potential: 

! 

oxidized + e
"
# reduced . Therefore, the reaction quotient, Π, is the ratio of 

products divided by reactants expressed as activities. To simplify this treatment, dilute 

solution conditions are assumed and the Nernst equation can be expressed directly in 
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terms of concentrations (i.e. activity coefficients are assumed to be unity). The reaction 

quotient becomes: 

 

! 

" =
reduced[ ]

p

oxidized[ ]
r

    …    (2.9) 

 
where r and p are the stoichiometric coefficients for reactants and products, respectively. 

The standard potential, 

! 

E
electrode

o , is the equilibrium reduction potential under 

standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions (298.15 K, 1 M for all species, 1 

bar). All standard potentials are reported relative to a stable, well-defined reference 

electrode, which is typically the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) or normal hydrogen 

electrode (NHE) (assigned a value of 0.000 V under STP conditions). Other standard 

reference electrodes are used, which include the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and 

saturated Ag/AgCl electrode with potentials of +0.242 V and +0.197 V versus NHE 

respectively [80].  

Typically when calculating the thermodynamics of biological reactions, neutral 

conditions are assumed [84]. Microbial electrohydrogenesis is no exception and the NHE 

is adjusted to a pH of 7.0. However, caution is advised and thermodynamic calculations 

should be adjusted according to actual operating pH values. The corrected NHE potential 

for the reduction of H2 can be calculated using Eq. 2.8: 
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! 

E
(H2 / H

+
)

o /
= 0 +

(8.31" 298.15)

(2 " 9.65 "10
4
)
ln

1

(10
#7
)
2

= #0.414 V (vs. NHE) 

 
Depending on the substrate consumed at the anode by the bacteria and the 

operating conditions of the MEC, the theoretical total cell potential will vary. Standard 

and actual potentials of the typical electrode reactions found in MECs are summarized in 

Table 2.3.  For clarity purposes, all anode reactions are written as oxidation potentials to 

indicate electron loss. Additionally, many excellent review papers and textbooks compare 

the standard potentials of the reactions typically found in BESs [26,  81,  82,  84 - 86]. 

 
Table 2.3 Reduction half-reactions and reduction potentials for common reactions in MEC studies 
 

 Half-reaction Eo (V vs 
NHE) 

E (V vs 
NHE) Reference 

Anode reactions    
Acetate† 

! 

8C
2
H
3
O
2

"
+ 3H

2
O# 8CO

2
+ 8HCO

3

"
+ 8H

+
+ 8e

"  0.130 -0.284 [26,  87] 
Propionate† 

! 

C
3
H
5
O
2

"
+ 5H

2
O# 2CO

2
+ HCO

3

"
+14H

+
+14e

" 0.128 -0.286 [87] 
Butyrate† 

! 

20C
4
H
7
O
2

"
+ 7H

2
O# 3CO

2
+ 20HCO

3

"
+ 20H

+
+ 20e

"  0.127 -0.287 [87] 
Glucose 

! 

C
6
H
12
O
6

+12H
2
O" 6HCO

3

#
+ 30H

+
+ 24e

# 0.104 -0.289 [86] 
Ethanol† 

! 

C
2
H
6
O+ 3H

2
O" 2CO

2
+12H

+
+12e

#  0.090 -0.324 [87] 
Cathode reactions    
H2 

! 

2H
+

+ 2e
"
# H

2
 0.000 -0.414 [26,  86] 

Methane 

! 

HCO
3

"
+ 9H

+
+ 8e

"
#CH

4
+ 3H

2
O 0.227 -0.248 [86] 

H2O2 

! 

O
2

+ 2H
+

+ 2e
"
# H

2
O
2
 0.695 0.328 [26] 

N2 

! 

2NO
3

"
+12H

+
+10e

"
# N

2
+ 6H

2
O 1.246 0.734 [86] 

H2O 

! 

O
2

+ 4H
+

+ 4e
"
# 2H

2
O 1.229 0.805 [26,  86] 

 
The third column represents reduction potentials under STP conditions (T = 298.15 K, P = 1 bar, [] = 1 M). 
The fourth column represents actual experimental conditions: 

! 

T = 298.15 K  

! 

[H
+
] =10

"7
M  

! 

[H
2
O] =1M  

! 

[HCO
3

"
], [NO

3

"
], glucose = 0.05 M  

! 

[H
2
O
2
] = 0.5 M  

! 

pCO
2

=1bar  

! 

pO
2

= 0.2 bar  
All other product concentrations = 1 M 
† 

! 

[HCO
3

"
] =1M  
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2.6.3  Total energy losses  

As mentioned above, the driving force required for an electrochemical reaction to 

occur is the difference in potential energy between the anode and the cathode. This was 

quantified as a voltage, Eemf, or OCP, and is the minimum amount of energy required to 

drive an electrolytic process. However, this value represents a theoretical limit based on 

thermodynamic relationships whereas in practice, voltage requirements are considerably 

higher. The additional amount of energy required to generate H2 in a MEC can be treated 

as a series of resistances. It is the sum of the overpotentials at the anode, 

! 

"
a
, and the 

cathode, 

! 

"
c
, as well as ohmic losses, 

! 

IR" , within the system:  

 

! 

Ecell = Eemf + ( "a# + "c# + I R$# )  …   (2.11) 

 
It was already mentioned that when a current runs through an electrochemical 

cell, a departure from equilibrium conditions is observed. This phenomenon is known as 

polarization. The magnitude of this potential drop is caused by a resistance to the passage 

of current and is appropriately termed overpotential, η. The extent of polarization at any 

one of the two electrodes depends on the current density and the nature of the reaction but 

is independent of the other electrode and the processes occurring there [82]. Therefore, 

each electrode can be studied individually when treating this phenomenon. A more 

thorough investigation into the variables that influence overpotentials and their effect on 

the reaction rates at the electrode-solution interface is discussed below. 

It should be noted that the contribution of overpotentials and ohmic resistances to 

total energy loss is represented by polarization curves. By plotting the potential as a 
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function of current density, deviations from OCP conditions, and thus overall MEC 

performance, can be observed [42,  80,  81]. 

2.6.4  Ohmic losses 

Ohmic voltage losses are determined by resistance to electron flow through 

electrical conductors (i.e. electrodes and external circuitry) and resistance to ion flow 

through ionic conductors (i.e. electrolyte and proton exchange membrane) [42,  85]. 

According to Ohm’s Law8, ohmic resistances are independent of current. However, 

because the voltage input for H2 production is constant in a MEC, both the current 

density and total ohmic resistance depend on each other [88]. To compare different MEC 

architectures, resistances should be calculated using current density (A m-2) rather than 

current. Additionally, current density should be expressed as a function of the projected 

anode surface area to normalize against biofilm growth [88].  

Sleutels et al. [88] conducted ion transport resistance studies in a MEC using anion 

and cation exchange membranes (AEM, CEM). Resistance to the transport of ions 

through the AEM configuration was much lower both at the beginning of the experiment 

and end of the experiment (12 and 8 mΩ m2 respectively) compared to the CEM 

configuration (48 and 128 mΩ m2). In addition to transport losses across the membrane, 

the total resistance based on electrode and electrolyte conductivity was estimated [88,  

89]. At the end of the experiment, the total resistance using the AEM configuration was 

significantly lower than the CEM, at 192 and 435 mΩ m2 respectively. As a result, using 

an AEM produced higher rates of H2 (2.1 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 at a current density of 5.3 A m-2) 

compared to the CEM configuration (0.4 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 at a current density of 2.3 A m-2) 

                                                
8 Ohm’s Law states that cell potential is a function of the current flow and cell resistance:

! 

E = IR 
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[88]. These findings are consistent with other published work comparing AEM and CEM 

configurations [29 - 31]. 

In addition to transport losses, potential losses associated with pH gradients across 

the membrane have also been observed [29,  88]. The concentration of ions will be 

different inside the membrane than outside in solution because membranes carry a 

charge. This ion gradient can be expressed as a Donnan equilibrium [90]. Measured 

potential losses due to changes in ion concentration between CEM and AEM 

configurations is significant, at 0.16 and 0.10 V  (vs. NHE), respectively [88]. A closer 

examination into the design of membranes is given in subsequent sections (see Future 

outlook for MEC technology). 

Besides membrane selection, reducing electrode spacing, increasing electrolyte 

conductivity, and selecting electrode materials with low resistivity are options necessary 

to manage voltage losses and increase system performance. 

2.6.5  Overpotentials at the cathode 

The reaction at the cathode in a MEC is known as the hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER) and is driven by the reduction of protons to H2 (Eq. 2.10). The HER reaction has 

been heavily studied under extreme conditions of low pH or high alkalinity [91], but with 

the introduction of  microorganisms at the anode (and possibly the cathode), neutral 

operating conditions (pH 7, mesophilic temperatures) is required. Two overpotentials 

account for the majority of energy lost at the cathode: charge-transfer losses, ηct, and 

mass-transfer losses, ηmt: 

 

! 

"
C# ="

ct
+"

mt
    …    (2.12) 
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A third overpotential may also exist, termed a reaction overpotential, ηrxn. These 

losses are associated with chemical reactions preceding the transfer of electrons, which 

include protonation or dimerization effects [80]. With respect to microbial 

electrohydrogenesis, the energy losses associated with ηrxn are very small when compared 

with ηct and ηmt and are therefore ignored [42,  85,  91]. 

 
Charge-transfer (activation) overpotential: Slow kinetics related to the sluggish 

transfer of electrons at the electrode surface results in charge-transfer or activation losses. 

Factors that determine the nature of this reaction include electrode material, electrode 

surface area, nature of the electron transfer reaction, and operating temperature [91]. 

Assuming that the reaction is reversible, current can be related to the activation 

overpotential using the Butler-Volmer equation [80,  81]. The general form of this 

equation is given by:  

 

! 

j = " jo exp
#aF

RT
$ct

% 

& 
' 

( 

) 
* " exp

#cF

RT
$ct

% 

& 
' 

( 

) 
* 

+ 

, 
- 

. 

/ 
0   …   (2.13) 

 
where  jo is the exchange current density (A m-2), analogous to the rate constant in 

chemical kinetics, and α is the apparent transfer coefficient, relating potential to reaction 

direction (i.e. determines whether a reaction is an anodic or cathodic current9). For H2 

evolution, and thus a cathodic current, the first term in Eq. 2.13 is negligible and can be 

removed. Assuming no concentration polarization [42], large activation overpotentials  

                                                
9 An anodic current results in the flow of electrons from species in solution to the electrode, whereas the 
opposite is true for  a cathodic current, where electrons flow from the electrode back into solution. 
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are linearly correlated to the logarithmic value of the reaction current density, and a Tafel 

plot can be created:  

 

! 

"ct =
RT

#CF
ln

j

jo

$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
)     …    (2.14) 

 
Tafel plots show that activation polarization rates decrease as current densities 

increase, meaning associated potential losses are most prominent under low current 

conditions, between 0 and 1 mA cm-2 [92]. This result has serious implications since 

MECs operate under low current conditions. One strategy to minimize the impact of 

activation losses is to increase the specific surface area of the cathode in the order of 106 

m2 m-3 [93]. Increasing the surface area decreases the current density and thus the 

activation losses. Other strategies aim to improve catalyst reaction kinetics by testing new 

catalysts, increasing operating temperatures, or increasing catalyst loading to effectively 

boost the number of reactive sites [26,  42,  85].  

Microbial electrolysis cells have typically used platinum (Pt) to overcome the 

slow reaction kinetics of the HER on carbon-based [28,  31,  32,  94,  95] and titanium 

(Ti)-based [29,  30] cathodes. The highest H2 volumetric production rate in a MEC was 

achieved using a 0.5 mg cm-2 Pt catalyst loaded on a gas diffusion electrode (6.3 m3-H2 

m-3 d-1 at an applied voltage of 1.0 V) [33]. Low overpotentials for Pt catalyzed HERs (-

0.05 V at 15 A m-2) have also been reported under optimized mass transport conditions 

[91]. However, Pt is very costly and not a practical solution for MEC scale-up. 

Stainless steel (SS), nickel (Ni), and Ni alloys have been used to catalyze the HER 

in water electrolysis [96]. They have shown good performance but at high alkalinity and 

high temperatures (450-700 oC) [97]. The potential of using these metals as a replacement 
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for Pt has been investigated in several MECs. Stainless steel brushes produced H2 at a 

rate of 1.7 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 at an applied voltage of 0.6 V [98]. Increasing the surface area of 

the cathode decreased activation overpotentials by 10.5 % (ηct with 50 % bristle loading 

versus ηct with brush core only). At an applied voltage of 0.9 V, metal sheets composed 

of SS alloy A286 produced H2 at twice the rate than Ni 625 (1.5 versus 0.8 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 

respectively) [99]. The use of Ni 210 catalyst powder rather than a solid Ni plate 

increased H2 production rates to 1.3 m3-H2 m-3 d-1, despite operating at a lower applied 

voltage of 0.6 V [97]. The use of SS and Ni to replace platinum catalyzed cathodes shows 

promise, however long-term corrosion testing and its impact on current density and H2 

evolution is required. 

The use of a microbial biofilm to produced H2 at the cathode has been 

successfully reported [100,  101]. To achieve a functional biocathode, the group exploited 

the principal that hydrogenases are reversible. A three-step process was exercised which: 

i) developed a healthy, acetate-fed bioanode, ii) adapted the bioanode for H2 oxidation by 

feeding the chamber with H2 only, and iii) reversed the polarity of the cell to naturally 

select for an H2-producing, electrochemically active community at the cathode. Initial 

experiments produced H2 at a rate of 0.63 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 (current density of 1.2 A m-2 and 

cathode potential of -0.7 V) [100]. Jeremiasse et al. [101] demonstrated for the first time 

that an MEC with both a bioanode and biocathode can produce H2. Two MECs were 

operated at an applied voltage of 0.5 V. Both MECs had cathode potential of -0.7 V, 

however the current density of 1.9 A m-2 for MEC 1 was less than the 3.3 A m-2 

generated in MEC 2. The overpotential at the cathode for both experiments, based on a 

theoretical potential of -0.42 V for the HER at pH 7 was -0.28 V. For biocathodes to be a 
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viable option, the overpotential must be reduced to -0.1 V and the current density 

increased to 10 A m-2 [4,  101]. 

The number of available reaction sites and total surface area of an electrode 

heavily influence the rate of a reaction. However, the rate of mass transport to that 

surface will also play a significant role in the overall reaction rate. The different modes of 

mass transport must be discussed. 

 
Mass-transfer (concentration) overpotential: Poor transfer of material in and out of the 

electrode-electrolyte interface is important in predicting current flow because the rate of 

the reaction will depend on the concentration of reactants and products. Poor mass-

transfer develops chemical and potential gradients between the bulk solution and the 

interface, creating overpotentials at the electrode. Three modes of mass transport can 

influence an electrolysis reaction: i) migration (electrical potential gradient), ii) 

convection (bulk fluid movement, and iii) diffusion (chemical potential gradient). 

 
Migration. Electrolysis places a positive charge on the anode and a negative charge on 

the cathode, creating an electric field and a driving force for ions in solution. Assuming 

no concentration effects, anions and cations will move in opposite directions creating a 

build-up of charge at the electrode interface. Migration is essentially an electrostatic 

effect where any charged species near the interface will be attracted or repelled by 

electrostatic forces. However, due to the complexity of real solutions, such as diffuse 

layer interactions and solvation effects, migratory flux in MECs has never been reported. 

 
Convection. Material can be transported to the interface by the bulk movement of the 

solution. Convection can be caused naturally by the formation of density gradients or 
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thermal differences or may be forced by mechanical stirring or pressure gradients. 

Natural convection in electrolysis is discouraged because of its unpredictability. 

Although mixing a solution cannot cause a current, it can have a large impact on the 

concentration profile of ions and may be an effective means of bringing reactants to or 

removing products from an electrode surface. 

To enhance the mass transport of substrate, protons, and buffer at the anode, a 

forced flow was introduced both through and perpendicular to a porous carbon felt anode 

[102]. At an applied voltage of 1 V, a high current density of 16.4 A m-2 (1 mm thick 

electrode) was achieved at a H2 production rate of 5.6 m3-H2 m-3 d-1. However, these 

results represent a combination of strategies that also included a higher buffer 

concentration. The contribution of forced flow to improve current density and H2 

production was not reported.  

 
Diffusion (concentration). During current flow, the surface concentrations of the 

substances involved in the reaction change relative to the bulk concentrations in solution. 

Concentration polarization is observed when the supply or elimination of reactants and 

products is limited. Migration of ions to the electrode, diffusion gradients resulting from 

improper mixing, or unbalanced ratios of oxidized to reduced species at the electrode 

surface are all contributing factors that will result in a potential shift away from the 

electrode’s equilibrium position [42,  85]. Concentration polarization is the most 

significant mass-transport process in MEC cathode reactions [42,  86,  91]. 

Jeremiasse et al. [91] investigated the use of biocompatible buffers to lower the 

concentration polarization for the HER at Pt-cathodes (0.5 mg cm-2 Pt/Ir mixed metal 

oxide coated Ti). It was shown that the overpotential at the cathode was strongly 
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dependent on the pH. At 50 mM and 15 A m-2, the use of phosphate and ammonia led to 

the lowest overpotentials of -0.05 V at a pH of 6.2 and 9.0 respectively. Under the same 

experimental conditions, Tris, Hepes, and carbonate each had overpotentials of -0.07 (pH 

7.8), -0.08 (pH 7.2), and -0.09 V (pH 9.3) respectively. Increasing the buffer 

concentration, increasing the linear flow speed, and decreasing the current density further 

reduced the concentration overpotential to a minimum, under conditions where pH 

approached the buffer dissociation constant (pKa). Higher current densities were reported 

by other groups by increasing the buffering capacity of the electrolyte [102]. A higher 

phosphate concentration in the anode chamber increased H+ away from the biofilm and 

lowered the ionic resistance of the electrolyte. 

Sleutels et al. [88] developed a method to compare the performance of different 

systems based on resistance rather than potential. Expressing the sum of potential losses 

as partial resistances normalizes energy losses with respect to current density since the 

cell voltage of an MEC remains constant. The cathode potential loss with a CEM 

configuration (0.15 V at a current density of 2.3 A m-2) was smaller than the AEM 

configuration (0.17 V at a current density of 5.3 A m-2). However, when current density 

is taken into account, the CEM cathode resistance is much large than the AEM 

configuration, at 65 and 32 mΩ m2 respectively [88]. 

2.6.6  Overpotentials at the anode – a kinetics perspective 

The reaction at the anode is catalyzed microbially. A carbon source is oxidized by 

anode-respiring bacteria (ARB), which in turn produce electrons (transferred to the 

electrode), protons (migrate and diffuse to the cathode), CO2, and biomass. Clearly, the 

same potential losses that exist at the cathode are also present at the anode. However, in 
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addition to charge-transfer and mass-transfer overpotentials, the anode is the site for 

metabolic losses associated with biofilm growth, ηARB:  
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   …    (2.15) 

 
The reported OCP for acetate oxidation in an MEC (-0.200 V vs NHE) is close to the 

theoretical value (-0.284 vs NHE) [30]. Typically, overpotentials are much smaller at the 

anode than at the cathode, ranging from 0.12 to 0.15 V (vs NHE) [30,  88]. However, 

these values represent total energy losses. To quantify specific overpotentials within an 

ARB community, electron flux from the electron donor (substrate) to the electrode 

surface must be fully understood. 

Lee et al. [103] have proposed a three-stage conceptual model that relates 

substrate potential to anode potential: i) the substrate is oxidized and cellular electron 

carriers are reduced, ii) electrons travel down the potential gradient to outer-membrane, 

terminal cellular electron acceptors, and iii) electrons are passed to the anode via an 

extracellular electron-transfer mechanism. In order to achieve high yields of H2, the ARB 

community must be able to produce high current densities at the lowest possible potential 

(i.e. as close to the potential of the substrate) [103]. Steps i) and ii) represent the 

intracellular potential drop. This is the only process where ARB can gain energy because 

it is assumed that potential losses related to extracellular activity, step iii), are mainly 

dissipated as heat given electron transfer occurs outside of the cell [60,  104]. Therefore, 

in order to maximize cell growth, and thus current densities, it is necessary to keep 

extracellular potential losses to a minimum.  
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The Monod equation is typically used to model bacterial growth kinetics, 

particularly rates of substrate utilization (i.e. substrate oxidation and cellular electron 

carrier reduction) [105,  106]. According to Torres et al. [87], under substrate limiting 

conditions, substrate flux within a biofilm can be expressed as: 

  

! 

j = j
max

S

Ks + S
    …    (2.16) 

 
where jmax is the maximum biofilm current density (A m-2) (jmax is a function of  the 

maximum rate of substrate utilization, biofilm density, biofilm thickness, and fraction of 

electrons used for cell synthesis; see [87]), S is the substrate concentration (g m-3), and Ks 

is the half-saturation coefficient (g m-3) which corresponds to the concentration at which 

jmax is one-half of its maximum.  

Monod-type growth was observed and kinetic parameters were determined for G. 

sulfurreducens using acetate (5.5 mM) as the limiting substrate and fumarate (30 mM) 

and Fe(III) (60 mM) as soluble electron acceptors [107]. High rates of acetate 

consumption coupled with low Ks values were observed, making G. sulfurreducens an 

ideal candidate for MECs due to high substrate oxidation rates at low substrate 

concentrations [108].  

The Monod equation can be used only when the electron acceptor concentration is 

known. Unfortunately, the terminal electron acceptor for ARB is a solid anode lacking a 

defined concentration [109]. In order to describe the biofilm’s response to changes in 

anode potentials, the Nernst-Monod equation was developed [110]: 
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where ηARB = Ea-EKA. EKA is an electrochemical parameter, which is a measure of 

potential when j = 1/2jmax. EKA is analogous to Ks and is indicative of an ARBs desire to 

transfer electrons to the anode - the more negative EKA is, the greater the affinity to 

transfer electrons [108]. Combining Eq. 16 with Eq. 17 introduces both the biological and 

electrochemical factors required to describe the current density of an ARB community as 

a function of the potential at the anode [103]:  
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   …  (2.18) 

 
Under substrate limiting conditions, biological parameters such as KS and 

substrate utilization rates play an important role and must be determined experimentally. 

Under substrate excess conditions (S >> Ks), the rate of substrate utilization will approach 

unity (i.e. S/Ks+S = 1) and intracellular ARB kinetics will be a function of the anode 

potential only. It should be noted that although anode potential has the greatest impact on 

current flux through the ARB [108], biofilm kinetics should also consider substrate 

gradients that develop within the biofilms [74]. 

The effects of anode potential on the kinetic parameters of the Nernst-Monod 

equation were evaluated for an ARB community [108]. A very negative EKA of -0.448 V 

(vs Ag/AgCl) was reported, indicating fast biofilm growth and high current flux to the 
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anode close to saturation levels (where jmax = 9.25 A/m2). At a poised anode potential of -

0.400 V (vs Ag/AgCl), ηARB was calculated to be 0.048 V. Thus having EKA values lower 

than the potential of the anode is the most effective strategy for ARBs to achieve high 

current densities in MECs. 

2.7  Future outlook for MEC technology 

For microbial electrohydrogenesis to become an economically competitive 

technology, high H2 production rates must be achieved at low applied voltages. This can 

only be accomplished if current flux to the anode in maximized while total energy losses 

is minimized. Several strategies are discussed. 

2.7.1  Positive energy balance 

For microbial electrohydrogenesis to have a net positive energy balance, the 

summation of all energy losses associated throughout all aspects of the system must be 

lower than the energy produced from the generation of H2. A number of studies have 

characterized total energy losses within MECs. In order to have a more tangible 

understanding of overpotentials at the anode and cathode, ohmic resistance, and 

theoretical requirements to total system loss, two studies were compared (Fig. 2.5).  
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a) 

 

b) 

 
Figure 2.5 Comparison of total energy losses within a MEC The contribution of overpotentials at the 
anode and cathode, ohmic losses, and theoretical requirements were compared. a) Rozendal et al. [29] used 
a dual chamber MEC at an applied voltage of 0.5V. b) Lee and Rittmann [41] used a single chamber MEC 
at an applied voltage of 1.1 V. Both reactors were operated in batch mode and used acetate as the sole 
carbon source (figures adapted from [29] and [41] respectively).  

 
By examining the figures adapted from Rozendal et al. [29] (Fig. 2.5a) and Lee and 

Rittmann [41] (Fig. 2.5b), two themes immerge: i) the use of a membrane drastically 

increases ohmic resistance, in this case by more than 50%, and ii) the majority of energy 

lost is from electrode overpotentials, particularly at the cathode. Despite operating at 

different applied voltages (0.5 and 1.1 V), the percent of energy consumed from anode 

and cathode losses was similar. In a later study, it was recommended that the operating 

voltage for any MEC should be 0.6 V or lower in order to achieve a positive net energy 

benefit from the process, assuming a cathodic energy recovery of at least 80% [41].  

2.7.2  Membrane design 

The decision to include a membrane into the design of a MEC has serious 

implications. The most obvious advantage of a membrane is that it acts as a barrier, 

separating the anode chamber from the cathode chamber. This produces a clean H2 

stream, preventing mixing with CO2 and other metabolic gases (CH4, H2S) that may be 

produced at the anode during mixed culture experiments. Additionally, greater coulombic 
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efficiencies and higher cathodic recoveries can be achieved since proton transfer is 

facilitated through the electrolyte [29,  86,  88].  

Unfortunately, improved reactor performance comes at a cost. Not only will 

resistance within the membrane increase total ohmic energy losses by as much as 50% 

[41,  111], but a significant pH gradient will also develop across the membrane. One way 

to describe proton consumption at the cathode is the formation of hydroxyl ions (OH-)10. 

According to Rozendal (2007) [4], as [OH-] increases with time, an uneven distribution 

of charge is created. As the membrane attempts to maintain electroneutrality, ionic 

species are transported between the two chambers. Unfortunately, under neutral 

conditions (pH 7), typical MEC membranes predominantly transport ionic species other 

than OH-. A concentration gradient develops, inducing the diffusion of charged species in 

the opposite direction. This pH gradient will continue to build until the migration of 

cations and anions in one direction equals the diffusion of ionic species in the opposite 

direction. The result of this phenomenon is severe, with experiments showing cathode pH 

greater than 12. In terms of energy loss, every additional increment in pH unit results in 

an ohmic loss of approximately 0.059 V, requiring an additional energy input of 0.13 

kWh m-3-H2 [4]. This explanation is general and applies to all semi-permeable 

membranes. Actual pH increases in the cathode chamber will depend on the type of 

membrane being used. For example, the cathode pH is lower for MECs using AEMs 

rather than CEMs based on their different affinities for hydroxyl ions [4]. This statement 

is in agreement with experimental results [30].  

                                                
10 based on the equilibrium of H+ and OH- through the water dissociation constant (Kw=[H+][OH-]≈10-14) 
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One way to lower pH gradients and energy losses is to remove the membrane from 

the design. By doing so, single-chambered MECs have achieved the highest volumetric 

H2 production rates at 3.12 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 [32] and 6.3 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 [33]. Additionally, 

membrane-less operation simplifies the MEC design, lowering construction costs. 

Unfortunately, several major drawbacks do exist. First, H2 is no longer a pure product. As 

mentioned above, additional purification steps are required to remove metabolic gases 

being produced at the anode by electrochemically active bacteria (mainly CO2). 

Secondly, membrane-less operation results in the microbial consumption of H2 via 

methanogens, homoacetogens, or H2 scavengers able to convert H2 back into current (H2 

recycling) [103].  

A number of studies have reported CH4 production by hydrogenotrophic and 

acetoclastic methanogens, not only at the anode but also at the cathode [109,  111 - 114]. 

One study by Clauwaert and Verstraete [111] reported that CH4 was the main energetic 

product (78% of total gas) despite continuous operation and slightly acidic conditions 

(pH 6.1–6.2). Another study by Lee and Rittmann [109] not only observed CH4 

production (6.9% of total gas) but also determined H2 recycling accounted for 62–76% of 

the total current generation. Controlling methanogenesis and preventing H2 recycling 

present significant challenges for the practical application of membrane-less MECs. 

2.7.3  Reducing electrode overpotentials 

Designer consortiums – anode: Greater current densities can be achieved by packaging 

electricigens as designer consortiums. Designing experiments that force bacteria to 

produce current is a promising approach since no previous evolutionary selection 

pressure on microorganisms has existed [53]. This strategy was successful in selecting a 
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variant of G. sulfurreducens with an enhanced capacity for current production [115]. 

Geobacter sulfurreducens strain KN400 was recovered from a biofilm after 5 months of 

growth in a MFC. Although further functional analysis is required, phenotypic changes to 

the outer surface of the cell were observed, resulting in a greater abundance of conductive 

pili with a lower internal resistance and greater tendency to form biofilms.  

 
Improved catalysts – cathode: A qualitative summary of the most commonly used 

cathode catalysts is presented in Table 2.4 (for a quantitative comparison, see section on 

charge-transfer (activation) overpotentials). Replacing Pt with inexpensive cathode 

materials or even the use of biocathodes to catalyze the HER is necessary if MEC scale-

up is to be economically feasible. Pilot plant testing has begun at the Napa Wine 

Company in Oakville, CA, USA, using SS cathodes [116]. Although promising, reaction 

kinetics must be improved and the long-term mechanical stability requires further testing 

[99].  

 
Table 2.4 Comparison of cathode catalysts used in MECs Advantages and disadvantages are discussed 
to qualitatively compare commonly used catalysts. 
 

Material Advantages Disadvantages Reference 
Experiments 

low overpotentials for HER (0.05 V) Platinum (Pt) 

high volumetric H2 production rates (6.3 
m3-H2 m-3 d-1) 

very costly – not feasible for scale-
up: 
Pt = $630 m-2 

see Table 1 

have been used to catalyze HER in water 
electrolysis 

bench scale performance similar to Pt 

Stainless Steel (SS 
305) & Nickel 
Alloys (Ni 625) 

economical: 
SS = $63 m-2; Ni = $370 m-2 

long term corrosion / performance 
testing required 

[99] 

no metal catalyst required high overpotentials (0.28 V) Biological 
robust biofilm further testing required 

[101] 
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Chapter 3: Hydrogen production and growth characterization by 
Clostridium termitidis strain CT1112 and Geobacter sulfurreducens 

strain PCA in mono- and co-culture batch experiments 

3.1  Summary 

The production of H2 from the fermentation of cellulosic materials can be optimized 

with the integration of a MEC. Mono- and co-cultures of C. termitidis (a fermentative 

organism) and G. sulfurreducens (an electrogenic organism) were studied in batch to 

characterize growth, end-product synthesis, and substrate consumption. The culture 

medium was modified to support both organisms, significantly influencing the end-

product profile of C. termitidis on cellobiose. Slower specific growth and a shift in 

carbon and electron flow away from CO2 and H2 production towards formate synthesis 

was observed. Mono-culture growth of G. sulfurreducens indicated formate preference 

above all other substrates when cultured in a synthetic cocktail of fermentation end-

products. Despite high initial concentrations of acetate, a syntrophic association was 

observed during co-culture growth of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens, resulting in no 

net H2 or formate production. A variety of microbial quantification tools (OD, protein, 

and qPCR) were used to track population growth and dynamics in mixed cultures. 

Accumulation of fermentation end-products and H2 re-consumption have been identified 

as key challenges preventing a sustainable fermentative / electrogenic co-culture. These 

problems are verified in single-chambered MECs in the next part of this study (Chapter 

4) and strategies to achieve successful co-cultures for enhanced H2 production are 

discussed. 
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3.2  Introduction 

Despite many bacteria demonstrating electrochemical activity that could 

potentially serve as electron donors in a MEC, none so far have cellulolytic capabilities 

[117 - 119]. Electricigens are particularly important organisms. Not only can they 

completely oxidize organic material, including most fermentation end-products, but the 

formation of conductive nanowires, and subsequent biofilm development, enables fast 

electron transfer to an insoluble electrode at high current densities. Co-culturing 

cellulolytic, fermentative bacteria with electricigens can provide the support required to 

maximize H2 yields from cellulosic waste. Not only has this method been proven to 

generate electricity in microbial fuel cells [120], but microbial consortia may also offer a 

thermodynamic advantage. First proposed by McInerney and Beaty [121] and explored 

by Lovley [119,  122], it is hypothesized that the energy released per electron transferred 

is more important than the amount of energy available per mole of glucose. Coupling the 

fermentation of glucose with the oxidation of its end-products will offer a greater 

potential energy yield (per electron transferred) than the complete anaerobic oxidation of 

glucose to CO2 alone.  

Clostridium termitidis is a gram positive, mesophilic, obligate anaerobe capable 

of fermenting cellulosic substrates into organic acids (lactate, formate, pyruvate), fatty 

acids (acetate), alcohols (ethanol), and biogas (H2, CO2). What makes C. termitidis such 

an appealing organism is its promising cellulolytic capabilities, high rates of H2 

production, and diverse range of end-products [123]. Geobacter sulfurreducens is an 

electrochemically active, gram-negative, mesophilic, facultative anaerobe known to 

completely oxidize formate, acetate, lactate, pyruvate, and H2 [124,  125]. Not only is G. 
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sulfurreducens capable of generating high electron fluxes to anodes, but it also serves as 

an excellent model in characterization studies – it is an organism that is well-studied and 

whose genome has been completely sequenced [62]. Based on a syntrophic exchange of 

metabolites, it is anticipated that co-culturing both bacteria will create a system where 

maximum H2 production from cellulosic waste can be achieved. 

In part one of this study, we characterized mono- and co-culture growth of 

fermentative and electrogenic bacteria in batch experiments in an attempt to evaluate 

changes in microbial performance with respect to changes in environmental conditions. 

Three sets of experiments were conducted using C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens 

grown in a modified 1191 media designed to support growth of both organisms: i) a pure 

culture of C. termitidis was grown solely on cellobiose to develop an end-product profile 

that could be used as possible substrates by G. sulfurreducens; ii) a pure culture of G. 

sulfurreducens was grown on a synthetic cocktail of substrates as determined by the 

fermentation end-products of C. termitidis at end-point concentrations with fumarate as a 

terminal electron acceptor; and iii) a co-culture of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens 

was grown together using cellobiose as the sole carbon source with fumarate as the 

terminal electron acceptor.  

Part two of this study (Chapter 4) reproduces pure culture and co-culture 

experiments in single-chambered MECs. It is hoped that the results generated will help 

engineers and microbiologists design a better system that will improve the way microbial 

consortia are studied, and ultimately manipulated, for enhanced H2 generation via 

microbial electrohydrogenesis.  
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3.3  Materials and Methods 

3.3.1  Microbial source and media 

Pure cultures of C. termitidis CT1112 and G. sulfurreducens PCA were obtained 

from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). Fresh stock was maintained by 

transferring 10 % (v/v) inocula into fresh media, grown at 35oC. Cultures of C. termitidis 

were given 2 g L-1 cellobiose as the sole carbon source while G. sulfurreducens was fed 

acetate (50 mM) as a carbon source and fumarate (50 mM) as a terminal electron 

acceptor. 

All chemicals and reagents for media and substrates were obtained from Fisher 

Scientific with the exception of cellobiose and MgCl2·6H2O (Sigma-Aldrich), and yeast 

extract (VWR, bacteriological grade). In order to satisfy growth requirements for both 

organisms, ATCC 1191 medium [123,  126] was combined with ATCC 1957 medium 

and a media designed by Ren et al. [120] previously used in co-culture experiments. This 

modified complex medium contained (per liter milliQ water): NaH2PO4, 1.5 g; Na2HPO4, 

3.35 g; NH4Cl, 1.5 g; MgCl2·6H2O, 0.2 g; KCl, 0.1 g; yeast extract, 2 g; resazurin (25 mg 

mL-1), 0.5 mL; 1x modified Wolfe’s mineral solution, 10 mL; 10x modified Wolfe’s 

vitamin elixir, 1 mL.  

Modified Wolfe’s mineral solution (1x) contained (per liter milliQ water): 

nitrilotriacetic acid, 1.5 g; MgSO4, 1.47 g; MnSO4·H2O, 0.5 g; NaCl, 1.0 g; FeSO4·7H2O, 

0.1 g; CoCl2·6H2O, 0.1 g; CaCl2·2H2O, 0.13 g; ZnSO4·7H2O, 0.1 g; NiCl2·6H2O, 0.02 g; 

CuSO4·5H2O, 0.01 g; AlK(SO4)2·12H2O, 0.01 g; H3BO3, 0.01 g; Na2MoO4·2H2O, 0.01 g; 

Na2SeO3, 0.01 g; and Na2WO4, 0.01 g. Modified Wolfe’s vitamin elixir (10x) contained 

(per liter milliQ water): biotin, 0.02 g; folic acid, 0.02 g; pyridoxine hydrochloride, 0.1 g; 
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thiamine HCl, 0.05 g; riboflavin, 0.05 g; nicotinic acid, 0.05 g; calcium D(+)-

pantothenate, 0.05 g; cobalamin, 0.001 g; p-aminobenzoic acid, 0.05 g; and thioctic acid, 

0.05 g. Sodium disulfide (Na2S) at a final concentration of 200mM was used as a 

reducing agent. 

3.3.2  Experimental design 

Balch tubes (Bellco Glass Co.) with a total volume of 27 mL were used for all 

tests. A final working volume of 10 mL was achieved for each experiment by varying the 

volume of media initially added to each tube, resulting in 8.7, 6.9, and 6.7 mL for 

experiments i), ii), and iii), respectively. To maintain an anaerobic environment, the tubes 

containing modified 1191 media were air-sealed with butyl-rubber stoppers, crimped 

with aluminum seals, and gassed and degassed (1:4 min) for four cycles with 100 % 

nitrogen (N2). Sterile Na2S reducing solution (200 mM) was added (0.1 mL) [127] and 

each tube was autoclaved.  

Anaerobic, filter-sterilized (0.2 µm) cellobiose (100 g L-1) was added to tubes 

from experiments i) and iii) to a final concentration of 2 g L-1. A 10x stock of 

fermentation end-products was prepared and contained: formate (81 mM), acetate (79 

mM), pyruvate (45 mM), lactate (34 mM), and ethanol (42 mM). The 10x synthetic blend 

was filter-sterilized, made anaerobic, and 1 mL was added to each tube for experiment ii). 

For tests containing G. sulfurreducens (ii and iii), 1 mL of sterile, anaerobic fumarate 

(500 mM) was added as a terminal electron acceptor. All tubes were inoculated (10 % 

v/v) with fresh, mid-late exponential phase cultures that had been serially sub-cultured 

twice prior to the initiation of the experiment.  
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Balch tubes containing C. termitidis grown on cellobiose were incubated for 48 h. 

Samples were taken every 8 h based on a cell doubling rate of 8 h [123]. Tubes 

containing G. sulfurreducens grown on the synthetic substrate were incubated for 93 h. 

Samples were taken every 24 h until growth transitioned from late-log to stationary 

phase, where sampling occurred every 12 h. Tubes containing both C. termitidis and G. 

sulfurreducens on cellobiose were incubated for 57 h. Samples were taken approximately 

every 12 h until growth stabilized. All batch experiments were incubated at 35oC and 

three independent replicate samples were taken at each time point. 

3.3.3  Analytical procedures 

Cell growth and biomass measurements: Cell growth rates were determined 

spectrophotometrically (Biochrom, Novaspec II) by measuring changes in optical density 

at 600 nm (OD600). Tubes were inverted three times and values were analyzed within 

several seconds while cells remained in suspension. All tubes were blanked against an 

environmental control containing modified 1191 media, substrate, and, if required, 

fumarate at starting-point concentrations. Protein analysis was determined according to a 

modified Bradford method [128]. Aliquots (1 mL) of culture were sampled and 

centrifuged (Legend Micro21R, Sorvall) at 10,000 g for 10 min to separate the pellet 

from the supernatant. The supernatants were transferred to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes 

(Fisher Scientific) and stored at -20oC for substrate and end-product analysis. The pellets 

were re-suspended in a 0.9 % (wt/v) aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl) solution then 

centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min. The supernatant was decanted and 1 mL of 0.2 N 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was added. The samples were vortexed to re-suspend the 

pellet then boiled for 10 min in a water bath to solubilize any remaining protein. Each 
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sample was centrifuged at 10,000 g for 5 min and the supernatants were collected for 

Bradford analysis. Optical densities at 595 nm were measured (Synergy4, BioTek) after 

kinetic reads stabilized and protein concentrations were calculated based on a protein 

standard curve (albumin from bovine serum, Sigma-Aldrich) with an R2 value greater 

than 98 %. For experiments where G. sulfurreducens was grown, the consumption of 

acetate and formate assimilated into biomass was calculated according to [129,  130]: 
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Substrate and end-product analysis: The supernatants were used to analyze soluble 

substrate and end-product concentrations. All tests were performed using a high-

performance liquid chromatograph (Dionex ICS-3000, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Acetate, 

lactate, formate, and pyruvate were separated using an anion-exchange IonPac-AS11 

analytical column (4 x 250 mm) and measured using a conductivity detector. Cellobiose 

was separated using a CarboPac PA1 analytical column (4 x 250 mm) and measured by 

an electrochemical detector. Fumarate, succinate, and malate were passed through a Bio-

Rad Aminex HPX-87H ion exclusion column (7.8 x 300 mm) and measured by a 

refractive index detector (Shodex, RI-101). Ethanol concentrations were determined 

using the UV-Test Kit (R-Biopharm AG, Darmstadt, Germany), which 

spectrophotometrically measured the amount of NADH produced by alcohol 

dehydrogenase at 340 nm [123,  131].   

 
Gas and pH measurements: The percentage of gas in the headspace (H2 and CO2) was 

measured using a gas chromatograph (SRI Instruments, configuration 8610C), outfitted 
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with a thermal conductivity detector and argon (Ar) as a carrier gas. A stainless steel 

(S.S.) molecular sieve 13x packed column (3.2 mm x 1.8 m) was connected in series with 

a S.S. silica gel packed column (3.2 mm x 1.8 m) to separate H2 and CO2 respectively. 

Gas concentrations were quantified by correcting for temperature, pressure, and volume. 

Aqueous phase concentrations were estimated according to their solubility in water [132] 

and the fraction of CO2 in equilibrium with bicarbonate was calculated [133] (see 

Appendix B). The pH of each tube was measured using a Sension2 pH ISE meter (Hach) 

equipped with a ThermoOrion triode probe [123]. 

3.3.4  Quantitative PCR analysis 

Genomic DNA extraction: Population dynamics analysis was performed on co-cultures 

in experiment iii) only. Aliquots (1 mL) of culture from each time point were dispensed 

into 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes and centrifuged (Legend Micro21R, Sorvall) at 10,000 

g for 10 min, discarding the supernatants after separation from the pellet. This step was 

repeated up to five times when necessary to concentrate enough DNA for future analysis.  

Total genomic DNA was isolated following Promega’s protocol for isolating genomic 

DNA from gram positive and gram negative bacteria (Promega, Wizard Genomic DNA 

Purification Kit, pp. 16-17). DNA concentration and quality were measured 

spectrophotometrically at 260 nm (NanoDrop, ND-1000). 

 
Specific primer design: Forward and reverse primers were designed to probe unique 

cpn60 sequences belonging to C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens [134,  135]. Forward 

and reverse primer sequences designed specifically for C. termitids were 5’- ACC GAC 

ACC GAG AAA ATG GAA GCA -3’ and 5’- ACA GCC ACA CAG GTG AAG GTT 
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CC -3’ respectively, with an amplicon product size of 212 bp. Forward and reverse 

primer sequences designed specifically for G. sulfurrerducens were 5’- CTA CCT GCG 

CGC CCT TGC TT -3’ and 5’- GGG CGG AAC GGG ACA CCT TG -3’ respectively, 

with an amplicon product size of 254 bp. Primer specificity was optimized for PCR 

amplification (Eppendorf AD, 22331 Hamburg) running 30x cycles at a melting 

temperature of 67oC. Each PCR reaction contained (per 24 µL total volume): RedTAQ 

ready mix, 12 µL; forward and reverse primer (1 pmol µL-1), 1 µL each; template DNA 

(10 nmol µL-1), 1 µL; topped up with milliQ H2O. Primer specificity and amplicon size 

were confirmed through gel electrophoresis (agarose, 2 % (w/v); TAE buffer, 1x; 

template DNA extracted from pure cultures of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens in late-

log phase of growth). DNA was extracted and purified following the QIAquick gel 

extraction kit protocol (QIAGEN, QIAquick Spin Handbook, pp. 25). To increase DNA 

concentration, only 30 µL of elution buffer was added to each QIAquick column. DNA 

concentration and quality were measured (NanoDrop, ND-1000). 

 
Standard preparation: Promega’s ligation protocol using the pGEM_T vector system 

was followed (Promega, pp. 4). Approximately 10 ng of PCR product was added to 50 ng 

of pGEM_T (3.0 kb) to perform a ligation reaction at a 3:1 insert to vector molar ratio. 

Reactions were incubated overnight to acquire the maximum number of transformants. 

The pGEM_T vectors with appropriate inserts were transformed into competent DH5α 

Escherichia coli cells prepared using the calcium chloride method and streaked on plates 

containing: LB broth, 20 g L-1; agar, 1.6 % (w/v); IPTG, 1 mM; X-Gal dissolved in 

DMSO, 1 mM; and ampicillin, 100 ug mL-1. Plates were incubated for 24 h at 37oC. Only 

single white colonies were selected and incubated overnight at 37oC in LB broth (20 g L-
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1) and ampicillin (100 ug mL-1). Cultures were re-streaked on new plates containing 

IPTG, X-Gal, and ampicillin to maintain a fresh working stock of culture. Plasmid DNA 

was extracted from the DH5α E. coli cells according to QIAGEN’s plasmid DNA 

purification protocol using the QIAprep spin miniprep kit (QIAprep Miniprep Handbook, 

pp. 22). Based on the measured plasmid DNA concentration (NanoDrop, ND-1000) and 

the length of the vector and insert (bp), the exact copy number of specific primer product 

DNA (molecules µL-1) could be calculated and serially diluted over eight orders of 

magnitude to create a series of qPCR standards.  

 
qPCR reaction: All samples were measured using Stratagene’s Mx3005P quantitative 

PCR thermocycler. All reactions were exposed to a melting temperature of 67oC and 

contained (per 24 µL total volume): iTaq’s SYBR green fluorescence probe, 12 µL; 

forward and reverse primer (1 pmol µL-1), 1 µL each; template DNA (10 nmol µL-1), 1 

µL; topped up with milliQ H2O. A standard plot was created relating the threshold cycle 

(Ct) to the copy number of primer product DNA described above. Three sets of internal 

controls were added in triplicate to measure process errors associated with varying ratios 

of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens. Negative controls and no template DNA controls 

were also administered to determine the fluorescence of any non-specific amplification 

and background noise.  
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3.4  Results 

3.4.1 Mono-culture of C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose in modified 1191 

medium 

Clostridium termitidis grew in modified 1191 medium as indicated by OD600 

values and protein concentrations (Fig. 3.1a). Pure cultures of C. termitidis containing 2 g 

L-1 cellobiose remained in exponential growth for 32 h with an average doubling time of 

approximately 11.6 h, based on the average OD600 of triplicate measurements taken at 

individual time points between 0 and 32 h. During this time, cellobiose was completely 

consumed beyond detectable limits (5 µM) while approximately 1 mM of residual 

glucose remained unused (Fig. 3.2a). Gas production by C. termitidis corresponded to 

cell growth, characterized by high rates of production in exponential phase that gradually 

decreased as growth entered the stationary phase (Fig. 3.3a). The ratio of H2/CO2 

calculated from total gas accumulation displayed a decreasing trend during exponential 

growth, eventually stabilizing at a 1.1:1 molar ratio by stationary phase. As much as 9.4 

and 8.6 mM H2 and CO2 were produced respectively on cellobiose, based on the final 

average (48 h) normalized against initial concentrations (Table 3.1).  

Culture pH decreased steadily and significantly throughout the duration of the 

experiment, stabilizing around 5.8 after 48 h of growth (Fig. 3.3a). This drop in pH 

correlated with high organic acid synthesis and bicarbonate accumulation (HCO3
-) due to 

increased CO2 partial pressure. Despite a very low final pH value no significant spikes in 

lactate production were observed in C. termitidis’ metabolic end-product profile as seen 

in previous studies [123,  126].  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3.1 Semi-logarithmic plot of optical density (600 nm) and protein production in modified 1191 
medium a) mono-culture of C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose; b) mono-culture of G. 
sulfurreducens grown on synthetic blend of fermentation end-products; and C) co-culture of C. termitidis 
and G. sulfurreducens grown on cellobiose. Data points represent the average of three independent 
replicates and errors bars represent the standard deviation (SD).   
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 3.2 Linear plot of cellobiose consumption and residual glucose in modified 1191 medium a) 
mono-culture of C. termitidis grown on 6 mM cellobiose; and b) co-culture of C. termitidis and G. 
sulfurreducens grown on 3 mM cellobiose. Despite the difference in starting cellobiose concentrations, 
both experiments were conducted under carbon excess conditions. Measurable threshold concentration for 
both glucose and cellobiose was 5 µM. Data points represent the average of three independent replicates 
and errors bars represent the SD.  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3.3 Gas production and corresponding changes in pH in modified 1191 medium a) mono-
culture of C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose; b) mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on 
synthetic blend of fermentation end-products; and c) co-culture of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens 
grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose. Gas values represent total production, blanked against starting-point 
concentrations. Data points represent the average of three independent replicates and errors bars represent 
the SD.  
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Formate, acetate, lactate, pyruvate, and ethanol were the major soluble 

fermentation end-products (Fig. 3.4a). Formate and acetate were produced at significantly 

higher concentrations than ethanol, lactate, and pyruvate. All end-product profiles 

followed cell growth and concomitant cellobiose utilization with the exception of 

pyruvate. Pyruvate concentrations were detectable after 16 h of growth only after the pH 

fell below 6.7. Table 3.1 presents maximum production yields for all end-products 

synthesized, as well as carbon and electron recoveries at end-point concentrations. A 

carbon balance of 92.3 % was achieved based on the total amount of carbon produced 

(biomass via protein analysis, end-products) versus the total amount of carbon consumed 

(cellobiose, glucose). The electrons recovered in end-products and biomass formation 

compared well with the amount of electrons available from the oxidation of cellobiose.  

3.4.2  Mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on a synthetic blend of fermentation 

end-products in modified 1191 medium 

A mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grew using a synthetic blend of fermentation 

end-products as substrate and fumarate as a terminal electron acceptor (Fig. 3.1b). An 

average doubling time of 8.7 h was observed, based on the average OD600 of triplicate 

measurements taken at individual time points between 24 and 56 h. Initial substrate 

concentration was influenced by soluble end-point concentrations synthesized by C. 

termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose in modified 1191 medium. As much as 10.8 mM of 

malate accumulated within the medium (Fig. 3.5a). The ratio of fumarate consumed to 

malate and succinate produced was close to 1 (0.95), indicating fumarate did not 

contribute to cell growth, serving only as a terminal electron acceptor.  
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Table 3.1 Total substrate consumption, end-product synthesis, carbon balances, and electron recoveries All values are assumed to be total 
production, unless noted, and are displayed in mM concentrations. 

 
a total carbon produced over total carbon consumed 
b electrons found in reduced end-products compared with the amount of electrons produced from substrate oxidation (in the absence of O2) 
c difference between substrate consumed and substrate assimilated into biomass. Calculated from: 
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GlucoseEQ 
consump. 

(%) Protein CO2 H2 Acetate Formate Lactate Pyruvate Ethanol 

Net 
fumarate 
consump. 

Net 
succinate 

prod. 

Net 
malate 

secreted 

Carbon 
balance 

(%)a 

Electron 
recovery 

(%)b 
                               

                

C. termitidis 92.4 1.9 8.6 9.4 6.9 8.3 2.9 1.6 3.5 - - - 92.3 91.5 
G. sulfurreducens - 1.0 16.7 nd 7.2† 7.7† nd nd nd 33.6 24.5 10.8 94.8 89.1 
 dissimilatedc     6.1† 3.1†         
Co-culture 100 1.6 14.8 1.5 5.3 nd nd 0.4 3.0 29.2 20.2 8.7 97.5 113.8 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3.4 Organic acid and ethanol profiles in modified 1191 medium a) Fermentation end-product 
synthesis patterns by C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose; b) soluble substrate consumption by G. 
sulfurreducens – starting values influenced by C. termitidis end-point concentrations; and c) organic acid 
consumption and end-product synthesis by co-culturing C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens grown on 2 g 
L-1 cellobiose. Measurable threshold concentration for organic acids was 10 µM. All production values 
were normalized against an environmental control containing only modified 1191 medium and blanked 
against starting-point concentrations. Data points represent the average of three independent replicates and 
errors bars represent the SD. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 3.5 Fumarate reduction and subsequent malate and succinate production in modified 1191 
medium a) mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on synthetic blend of fermentation end-products; and 
b) co-culture of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose. Measurable threshold 
concentration was 0.5 mM. Succinate values represent total production and were blanked against starting-
point concentrations. Data points represent the average of three independent replicates and errors bars 
represent the SD. 
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Organic acid consumption was plotted with respect to time (Fig. 3.4a). Substrate 

preference was observed with the consumption of formate occurring within the first 45 h 

followed by the complete oxidation of acetate. Between 45 and 68 h, the average 

concentration of lactate displayed a decreasing trend. However, this difference was 

determined statistically insignificant when compared with initial amounts of lactate 

present at the start of the experiment. No observable changes in pyruvate and ethanol 

concentrations were detected. The impact of rapid formate removal increased the pH of 

the medium to 7.4 (Fig. 3.3b), before falling to a final value of 7.3 following high 

succinate production (24.5 mM).  

A carbon recovery of approximately 94.8 % was achieved, directing carbon flow 

from the consumption of formate and acetate entirely into CO2 and biomass synthesis. As 

much as 16.7 mM CO2 was generated while no H2 was detected (Fig. 3.3b). The amount 

of electrons recovered via fumarate reduction was 89.1 % when acetate and formate 

dissimilation was considered. Approximately 60 % of metabolized formate and 15 % of 

metabolized acetate was assimilated into biomass.  

3.4.3  Co-culture of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens grown on cellobiose in 

modified 1191 medium 

Pure isolates of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens were co-cultured in modified 

1191 medium and cellobiose. A maximum OD600 of 1.6 was reached after 43 h of growth 

(Fig. 3.1c), nearly twice the turbidity of individual mono-cultures. Overall CO2 

generation by both organisms totaled 14.8 mM while culture pH dropped only to 6.4 (Fig. 

3.3c) with the concomitant production of organic acids and HCO3
-. At end-point 
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concentrations, 97.5 % and 113.8 % of carbon and electron consumption were recovered, 

respectively (Table 3.1).  

The growth of C. termitidis alone was measured indirectly by cellobiose 

consumption and end-product synthesis. Major end-products included acetate, ethanol, 

and trace amounts of pyruvate. By 43 h, cellobiose and glucose was completely 

consumed (Fig. 3.2b). A starting concentration of 3 mM cellobiose (versus 6 mM in 

experiment i)) was used to minimize significant drops in pH due to the high accumulation 

of fermentation end-products within the medium. Both experiments were performed 

under substrate excess conditions. Small concentrations of H2 were produced, and were 

detected only after 22 h (Fig. 3.3c). Growth by G. sulfurreducens was measured 

indirectly by the oxidation of fumarate (Fig. 3.5b), which plateaued after 33 h. A total of 

29.2 mM of fumarate was metabolized at end-point concentrations, forming 8.7 mM 

malate and reducing 20.2 mM succinate (Table 3.1). The ratio of fumarate oxidation to 

succinate and malate production was 1:1. After 22 h, succinate production was not related 

to growth but rather to malate consumption due the reversibility of the malate 

dehydrogenase, converting residual malate into fumarate which was then reduced to 

succinate [136].  

Primer specificity, designed to target unique cpn60 regions, was confirmed using gel 

electrophoresis (Fig. 3.6a). Real-time PCR analysis was used to quantify relative ratios of 

G. sulfurreducens copy numbers to C. termitidis copy numbers in the co-cultures (Fig. 

3.6b). Samples were taken at every time point up to 43 h, and trends in individual growth 

were determined. To help visualize the changes in population dynamics, the contribution 

of protein produced by each bacterium was estimated with respect to total measured 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
Figure 3.6 qPCR analysis of population dynamics in co-culture experiment iii) a) Confirmation of G. 
sulfurreducens and C. termitidis specific primers at concentrations of 10, 5, and 1 pmol µl-1; b) fraction of 
C. termitidis (light bar) and G. sulfurreducens (dark bar) copy numbers relative to total combined copy 
number; and c) semi-logarithmic plot of total protein production versus estimated protein contribution from 
each organism, assuming equivalent genomic protein content. Total protein data points represent the 
average of three independent replicates and errors bars represent the SD. 
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protein (Fig. 3.6c), assuming one genome of biomass of C. termitidis is equivalent to one 

genome of biomass of G. sulfurreducens.  At 0 h, the culture existed in a 1.2:1 ratio, G. 

sulfurreducens to C. termitidis (G:T), consistent with starting inoculation volumes. No 

initial lag was observed by G. sulfurreducens. Cells immediately entered and remained in 

the exponential phase of growth for the first 22 h, with an average doubling time of 7.6 h, 

before reaching stationary and subsequent death phase. These findings agree with end-

product measurements. Minor cellobiose consumption and limited growth was observed 

by C. termitidis within the first 12 h of the experiment. Between 12 and 33 h, the fraction 

of C. termitidis increased dramatically, from 3.6:1 to 0.2:1 G:T. A doubling time of 8.5 h 

was observed for C. termitidis between 22 to 43 h, entering stationary phase once the 

carbon source was completely exhausted.  

The data suggests both bacteria co-existed at 12, 22, and 33 h, but it is unclear 

whether growth was independent or syntrophic. A high concentration of acetate (5.7 mM) 

was present in the medium at 0 h, resulting from parental inoculum carry-over primarily 

due to G. sulfurreducens grown on 50 mM acetate. 

3.5  Discussion  

3.5.1  Mono-culture growth by C. termitidis  

The catabolic oxidation of carbohydrates by many fermentative anaerobic bacteria 

generates a variety of end-products through branched metabolic pathways. Depending on 

the specific growth environment or the rate of growth by the organism, the metabolic flux 

will adjust for optimal biomass gain and thermodynamic efficiency [137,  138]. 

Clostridium cellulolyticum is a mesophilic, cellulolytic anaerobe that has been studied 

extensively. It is known to carry out mixed-product fermentation comparable to C. 
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termitidis [123], whose major end-products from cellulose degradation include CO2, H2, 

acetate, ethanol, lactate, and formate [139]. Verification of gene transcription and 

subsequent protein activity of critical metabolic enzymes have identified key pathways 

involved in cellobiose catabolism [22,  140 - 143]. Two branching points in pyruvate 

catabolism have been determined: i) pyruvate → acetyl-CoA + CO2 + 2 reduced 

ferredoxin (Fd(red)), or ii) pyruvate → acetyl-CoA + formate. The production of CO2 and 

consequent H2, generated from pools of Fd(red), is regulated by a pyruvate:ferredoxin 

oxidoreductase (PFO), whereas formate synthesis is mediated by a  pyruvate formate-

lyase (PFL). It is not uncommon for members belonging to the genus Clostridium to 

simultaneously express genes encoding for PFO and PFL [137,  144]. It is proposed that 

the central metabolism of C. termitidis is closely related to the existing metabolic 

framework of C. cellulolyticum, which will be used to formulate several hypotheses 

regarding carbon flow and electron flux. The current genome for C. termitidis is in draft 

form and the presence of genes11 related to pyruvate catabolism and H2 synthesis are 

being screened: pfo (Cterm_24_0197, 0196, 0098, 0200 for alpha, beta, delta, and gamma 

subunits respectively), pfl (Cterm_77_0373), lactate dehydrogenase (ldh) 

(Cterm_38_0224), and acetaldehyde / alcohol dehydrogenase (adhE) (Cterm_108_0137).  

 
Pyruvate catabolism and H2 synthesis pathways in C. termitidis: The 1191 growth 

medium was modified to support the presence of G. sulfurreducens. The increased 

concentrations of trace vitamins and minerals (in particular Fe2+ and Ni2+), and major 

elements (Mg2+), had considerable effects on mono-culture growth by C. termitidis [145]. 

Despite higher yields in biomass, the specific growth rate by C. termitidis was lower in 

                                                
11 multiple copies may exist 
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modified 1191 medium, 0.063 h-1, compared to 1191 medium, 0.099 h-1 [123]. The 

ethanol pathway is responsible for the re-oxidation of reduced coenzyme NADH. It may 

also be possible to shift electron flow towards an NADH:ferredoxin oxidoreductase and 

hydrogenase to regenerate its reducing power. However, lower specific rates of ethanol 

production, relatively equal rates of lactate production, and equimolar concentrations of 

CO2 and H2 production were observed (Table 3.2). It is speculated that slower growth in 

modified 1191 medium was due to NADH accumulation within the cell, leading to 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase inhibition during glycolysis [146]. This 

inhibitory effect was observed in a chemostat culture of C. cellulolyticum containing 

cellobiose [140]. A very high NADH/NAD+ ratio indicated poor control of carbon and 

electron flow, resulting in limited growth. 

The presence of the metabolic intermediate pyruvate suggests PFO and PFL may 

be metabolic bottlenecks that cannot support high carbon flow from glycolysis [22]. 

Extracellular pyruvate production is very wasteful, resulting in no cellular ATP gain or 

reducing equivalent regeneration.  Regulatory mechanisms in C. cellulolyticum have 

evolved to control carbon flow entering the cell during cellulose hydrolysis. When 

cultured on excess cellobiose, rates of carbon consumption are much higher and 

unregulated. High carbon flux corresponds to lactate production, shifting conventional 

acetate/ethanol fermentation towards lactate/ethanol fermentation [141]. Lactate was 

synthesized by C. termitidis but greater ethanol production should have been observed. It 

is possible the concentration of ethanol in solution was underestimated due to its high 

volatility at room temperature.  
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Table 3.2 Maximum yields and specific rates by C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose in different growth media Yields represent 
maximum production/consumption. Rates based on the sum of the average individual rates obtained from three consecutive time points obtained 
during the mid and late exponential phase of growth. 
 

         

 Consumption Production 

Media GlucoseEQ H2 CO2 Acetate Lactate Formate Pyruvate Ethanol 
Maximum yield (mM) 
1191 8.0 4.6 5.6 5.9 2.0 4.2 nd 3.7 
Modified 1191 10.7 9.4 8.6 6.9 2.9 8.3 1.6 3.5 
Specific rate (mmol g-dry cell-1 h-1) 
1191a 5.1 4.3 5.3 2.7 1.2 1.5 nd 3.0 
Modified 1191b 4.3 2.6 2.6 2.0 0.9 2.5 0.5 1.0 
         

 
a. rates calculated from Ramachandran et. al. [123], based on yields measured during maximum protein production during log growth (13, 15, 20 h) 
b. rates calculated from current experimental data, based on yields measured during maximum protein production during log growth (16, 24, 32 h) 
nd, not detectable 
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Thermodynamically, the anaerobic oxidation of glucose to acetate is the highest H2 

yielding pathway in fermentation, producing a maximum of 4 mol-H2 mol-1-glucose. In 

modified 1191 medium, the majority of carbon flow was directed towards acetate, 

producing 9.4 mM-H2 (compared to only 4.6 mM-H2 on 1191 medium). However, when 

normalizing against substrate consumption, only 0.9 mol-H2 mol-1-glucoseEQ was 

produced, falling significantly short of experimental and theoretical maximums (as high 

as 3.2 mol-H2 mol-1-glucose via dark fermentation [147 - 149]). Greater H2 formation 

was directly related to a higher cell density. When accounting for biomass, specific H2 

production rates decreased by 40 % compared to 1191 medium (Table 3.2). 

Consequently, electrons (and carbon) shifted away from PFO, towards PFL, which saw 

specific rates of formate production increase by 40 %.  According to the metabolic 

framework of C. cellulolyticum, the amount of formate and CO2 produced should be 

roughly 1:1 with acetate and ethanol synthesis. C. termitidis had an unbalanced ratio of 

1.6:1 due to high rates of formate production and low concentrations of ethanol. It is 

speculated that: i) ethanol concentrations were underestimated. Higher ethanol production 

would not only improve carbon and electron balances but would also help support 

extracellular pyruvate production and the shift from ethanol/acetate to ethanol/lactate 

fermentation; or ii) formate inhibits ethanol production. There is precedence in 

Escherichia coli that the expression of adhE reduces PFL activity [150]. The reverse 

effect may be possible, but further testing is required. 

3.5.2  Mono-culture growth of G. sulfurreducens 

Geobacter sulfurreducens preferred formate consumption above all other 

fermentation products. According to Fig. 3.4b, G. sulfurreducens consumed formate, 
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followed by acetate, at maximum specific volumetric rates of 7.9 and 7.2 mmol g-dry 

cell-1 h-1, respectively. This finding suggests the complete utilization of both organic 

acids is possible if grown in the presence of one another. When compared against OD600 

and protein data (Fig. 3.1b), it appears acetate consumption occurred during the late-log 

and stationary phases of growth (45 to 93 h). Although acetate was completely utilized, it 

appears consumption was not growth related. Lactate remained untouched throughout the 

entire duration of the experiment even though it is a known carbon source for G. 

sulfurreducens.  

3.5.3  Co-culture growth by C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens 

Given the current experimental design, it is difficult to determine the exact nature 

of the relationship between C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens. High initial acetate 

concentrations present in the medium suggest growth by each organism was independent 

from one another.  Without measuring metabolite flux between C. termitidis and G. 

sulfurreducens it is difficult to describe the mechanisms for electron transfer and growth. 

A synthrophic association is clearly possible given G. sulfurreducens is dependent on the 

fermentation end-products synthesized by C. termitidis. However, it appears C. termitidis 

does not require G. sulfurreducens for its own survival. An obligate synthrophic 

relationship requires at least one oxidation step in the conversion of cellobiose to end-

products to be energetically taxing, requiring G. sulfurreducens to “pull” this reaction 

forward [151]. Under the tested experimental conditions, a facultative syntrophic 

association was observed based on: i) increased rate of fumarate reduction, and ii) the 

lack of formate and H2. 
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Increased rate of fumarate reduction: According to Fig. 3.3b, the duration of mono-

culture growth by G. sulfurreducens was approximately 70 h, based on CO2 production 

and an initial lag of 20 h. Net fumarate reduction was 33 mM (Table 3.1). However, the 

production of CO2 in the co-culture experiment ceased after only 40 h of growth (Fig. 

3.3c) despite 29 mM of fumarate consumed. Maximum volumetric rates of consumption 

confirm fumarate was reduced more rapidly in mixed (1.7 mM h-1) versus pure cultures 

(1.0 mM h-1).  

 
No detectable formate and very low H2 production: The oxidation of substrates by C. 

termitidis requires several electron mediators, including NAD+ (glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate hydrogenase) and ferredoxin (PFO). The redox couples for Fd(ox)/Fd(red) and 

NAD+/NADH are -398 and -320 mV respectively, whereas the redox couple for H+/H2 is 

-414 mV [138,  152]. The redox reactions can be described in terms of changes in Gibbs 

free energy according to ∆G°′=-nF∆Eº′, where n is the number of electrons transferred, F 

is Farraday’s constant, and ∆Eº′ is the potential difference between redox couples: 

         
2 Fd(red) + 2 H+ → 2 Fd(ox) + H2    (∆G°′ + 3.1 kJ mol-1) 

NADH + H+ → NAD+ + H2     (∆G°′ + 18.1 kJ mol-1) 

 
The oxidation of Fd(red) is readily coupled to H2 formation. Unfortunately, the highly 

positive ∆G°′ values make the production of H2 from NADH a thermodynamically 

unfavorable reaction. Considering free energy values were calculated under standard 

temperature and pressure (STP) conditions (298 oK, pH 7, 1M for solutes, 1 atm for 

gases), the production of H2 becomes much more thermodynamically favorable when 

concentrations and partial pressures are kept very low (∆G values can be adjusted 
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according to Eq. 2.8). At a H2 partial pressure of 10-4 atm, the oxidization of NADH to H2 

is thermodynamically possible [151].  

When co-culturing C. termitidis with G. sulfurreducens, two significant metabolic 

changes were observed: i) no formate was detected despite high concentrations produced 

during mono-culture growth (Fig. 3.4a); and ii) very low concentrations of H2 were 

measured but only after 22 h (Fig. 3.3c), once G. sulfurreducens entered the stationary 

phase of growth (Fig. 3.5b and 3.6c). The latter can be explained by the ability of G. 

sulfurreducens to consume H2. It has been shown in H2-dependent growth experiments 

that G. sulfurreducens uses respiratory hydrogenases (e.g. Hyb) to oxidize H2 and reduce 

fumarate [153]. According to Fig. 3.5b, H2 production was detectable only after fumarate 

was no longer reduced. It is also possible that when C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens 

were cultured together, H2 was being generated at even higher rates than mono-culture 

studies. High H2 partial pressure during mono-culture growth by C. termitidis makes H2 

production from NADH very unlikely. However, the efficient removal of H2 by G. 

sulfurreducens may transfer reducing equivalents from NADH to H2 via ferredoxin [138,  

151], providing C. termitidis is capable of expressing a NADH:ferredoxin 

oxidoreductase. Coupling pyruvate to lactate or acetyl-CoA to ethanol can regenerate 

reducing equivalents in C. termitidis. However, co-culture experiments resulted in a 

reduction in ethanol production and no lactate formation. Calculated carbon balances and 

electron recoveries (Table 3.1) indicate mass and charge were properly accounted for, yet 

the decrease in ethanol and lack of lactate indicates a gap in reducing equivalents. 

Efficient H2 uptake resulting in low H2 partial pressures may have thermodynamically 

driven NADH re-oxidation with concomitant H2 production.  
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Similar behavior has been described in chemostat co-cultures of Ruminococcus 

albus and Wolinella (Vibrio) succinogenes [154]. The fermentation of glucose by mono-

cultures of R. albus produces ethanol, acetate, CO2, and H2. Glycolysis is used in the 

oxidation of glucose to pyruvate, forming NADH, while the fermentation of pyruvate to 

acetyl-CoA generates pools of Fd(red). When co-cultured with the H2-consuming W. 

succinogenes, no ethanol was detected. It was determined H2 was produced in greater 

amounts via the oxidation of NADH produced during glycolysis. Ethanol production was 

no longer required to regenerate reducing equivalents, thus a metabolic shift towards 

acetate formation resulted in higher ATP gain for R. albus [138,  151]. 

Two possible scenarios can explain the absence of formate. First, formate served 

as an intermediate and was consumed as fast as it was produced. This is a likely situation 

given the high desire to produce formate (1.5 mmol g-dry cell-1 h-1) by C. termitidis and 

the preferential consumption of formate (7.9 mmol g-dry cell-1 h-1) by G. sulfurreducens. 

On the other hand, it is quite possible that C. termitidis did not produce any formate at all. 

The high concentration of acetate initially present in the medium provided G. 

sulfurreducens with enough energy for growth. Increased biomass could lead to high 

rates of H2 consumption. Consequently, uptake of H2 by G. sulfurreducens may have 

enabled the continued flux through PFO, thus negating the use of formate production 

through PFL. 
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Chapter 4: Substrate preference by Geobacter sulfurreducens and co-
culture sustainability with Clostridium termitidis in a microbial 

electrolysis cell 

4.1  Summary 

Single-chambered MECs were successfully designed to study mono- and co-culture 

growth of G. sulfurreducens and C. termitidis. Despite near complete substrate 

degradation, H2 production was low compared to other studies. Possible explanations 

include H2 recycling, gas leaks at the sampling port, poor H2 catalysis at the cathode. 

Mono-culture experiments conducted on a synthetic blend of fermentation end-products 

revealed preferential substrate degradation by G. sulfurreducens: formate and pyruvate 

were rapidly consumed, followed by acetate then lactate degradation. Although a 

sustainable co-culture could not be maintained, strategies to overcome the problems 

encountered are presented in this chapter: i) carbon flux through C. termitidis must be 

minimized by culturing the organism on a complex substrate, ii) neutral pH conditions 

must be maintained, particularly by avoiding lactate accumulation, and iii) following the 

successful culturing of methanogenic environments in anaerobic digestion, introduction 

of acetogenic bacteria may promote syntrophic cooperation and maintain a balance 

within the microbial MEC community. It has been proposed that online measurements of 

formate and lactate concentrations could provide researchers with a tool for indirectly 

monitoring co-culture dynamics in a MEC. 

4.2  Introduction 

Organic material must be removed from domestic, industrial, and agricultural 

wastewaters before release into the environment. At the commercial level, aerobic 
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technologies can effectively treat these pollutants, but unfortunately carry large energy 

and aeration requirements [155,  156]. It is possible to produce fuels, chemicals, and 

electricity while simultaneously consuming organics from wastewaters [157]. In 

particular, anaerobic digestion offers fundamental benefits over conventional aerobic 

processes because energy can be recovered in the form of biogas [155]. Alternatively, 

microbial electrohydrogenesis is an emerging bio-electrochemical process capable of 

near complete oxidation of organic material, while maximizing H2 production [26,  34]. 

Electrogenic bacteria catalyze the oxidation of organic substrates in a MEC, transferring 

electrons to an anode while generating CO2 and protons. Hydrogen is produced at the 

cathode by the chemical reduction of H+ in the presence of a catalyst (typically platinum, 

Pt).  

Microbial electrohydrogenesis is a promising technology that is still in its infancy. 

Large-scale applications face significant obstacles, including: i) microbiological 

challenges, such as biofilm pH gradients [158], methanogenesis [109,  111 - 114], and 

complex substrates [31]; ii) technological challenges, such as ohmic losses [29,  88] and 

membrane pH gradients [4]; and iii) economical challenges, such as the use of Pt catalyst 

at the cathode [28,  31,  32,  94,  95] and membrane cost [4]. It can be argued that 

improvements made to the design of MECs will naturally select for organisms with a 

greater capacity for substrate degradation, electron flux to the anode, and H2 production. 

Most laboratory-scale experiments practice this approach, using mixed cultures enriched 

from wastewater treatment, activated sludge, or microbial fuel cell (MFC) communities. 

However, there is considerable value in pure culture studies [159]. Advancements made 

in understanding microbial interactions with electrodes and associations with other 
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organisms could significantly influence MEC reactor design, increasing efficiency while 

reducing cost [160]. In fermentation wastewater recovery (breweries, wineries, etc.), the 

relationship between fermentative organisms and electricigens is of great importance that 

warrants further investigation. 

Three single-chambered MEC experiments, operated in fed batch mode, were 

conducted using the cellulolytic, fermentative Clostridium termitidis and electrogenic 

Geobacter sulfurreducens: i) a mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens was grown on acetate 

as the sole carbon source to develop a working biofilm along the anode and to evaluate 

reactor performance; ii) a mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens was grown on a synthetic 

blend of fermentation end-products that mimicked the fermentation end-products 

generated by C. termitidis cultured on cellobiose; and iii) a co-culture of G. 

sulfurreducens and C. termitidis was grown together using cellobiose as the sole carbon 

source. These experiments are a continuation of Chapter 3, where a co-culture of C. 

termitidis and G. sulfurreducens was characterized in balch tubes. The purpose of this 

study is to develop a better understanding of how G. sulfurreducens behaves as a mono-

culture in a MEC and provide insight into how successful co-cultures with fermentative, 

cellulolytic bacteria can be achieved.  

4.3  Materials and Methods 

4.3.1  Microbial source and media (same as section 3.3.1) 

4.3.2  Microbial electrolysis cell design and start-up 

Three single-chambered MECs were constructed from cast acrylic (tube – ¼” 

wall; sheet – ½” wall) with a total chamber volume of 180 mL (11 in3 – 2” diameter x 3 

½” length). Carbon cloth (no wet proofing) was used at the anode and carbon cloth 
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loaded with 10 % Pt was used at the cathode (Clean Fuel Cell Energy, LLC, Florida, 

USA). The Pt catalyst layer was prepared (see Appendix A.3) by applying a mixture of 

the following materials (per 6.5 cm diameter electrode): 10 % (wt) Pt on carbon black 

(Vulcan CX-72), 166 mg; distilled and deionized H2O, 138 µL; Nafion binding solution, 

1107 µL; and iso-propanol, 641 µL. The catalyst layer was air-dried for 24 h. Each MEC 

was equipped with one Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASi Corporate) and one sampling 

port constructed from Swagelok compression fittings (3/8” tube x ¼” male NPT), nylon 

ferrules (3/8”), and rubber red replacement septa (7 x 13 mm, New Brunswick Scientific). 

Each reactor was loosely assembled then autoclaved, allowing enough space for 

the acrylic body to expand under the heat. The sterile MECs were tightened and air-

sealed within a laminar flow hood (1300 Series A2, Thermo Scientific). To maintain an 

anaerobic environment, each empty chamber was gassed and degassed (0.5:1 min) for 

four cycles with 100 % sterile nitrogen (N2) then leak tested at approximately 103 kPa 

(15 psi). Sterile, anaerobic, and reduced modified 1191 media was transferred aseptically 

and each MEC was incubated overnight at 35oC to test for contamination and/or pressure 

loss.  

4.3.3  Operating conditions 

All three experiments were tested in three independent MECs operating in fed-

batch mode at an applied voltage of 0.6 V (1786B, BK Precision). Each condition was 

repeated three times to achieve reproducible results. Every run was considered complete 

once H2 production stabilized, followed by a chamber exchange in which all gas in the 

headspace was purged and chamber electrolyte was replaced with fresh modified 1191 

medium and substrate. At the start of every batch, fresh medium (40 mL) was 
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consistently added while maintaining an initial working volume of 80 mL (based on total 

electrolyte removed). 

For experiment i), 25 mM of acetate was added at the beginning of run 1 and 2, 

then reduced to 12.5 mM for run 3 to minimize the amount of carry-over into experiment 

ii). A 10 x stock of fermentation end-products was prepared and contained: formate (81 

mM), acetate (79 mM), pyruvate (45 mM), lactate (34 mM), and ethanol (42 mM). The 

10 x synthetic blend was filter-sterilized, made anaerobic, and 8 mL was added to each 

reactor for experiment ii). The MECs were incubated at 35oC for experiment i) and ii) 

and a true phosphate buffer (33 mM) was used to maintain electrolyte pH close to 7.0. 

For experiment iii), conditions were modified to support co-culture growth. To minimize 

the effects of low culture pH caused by fermentation end-product accumulation, the 

buffering capacity of the media was tripled (100 mM) and the starting pH was increased 

from 7.0 to 7.4. The incubation temperature was lowered to 30oC to reduce the growth 

rate of C. termitidis [145]. Finally, to decrease the total amount of synthesized 

fermentation end-products, carbon loading was reduced from 2 to 1 g L-1 cellobiose. 

4.3.4  Analytical procedures 

Substrate, gas, and end-product analysis (see section 3.3.3)  

Current and pH measurements. The pH of each sample was measured using a 

Sension2 pH ISE meter (Hach) equipped with an Ag/AgCl pencil electrode (Accumet, 

Fisher Scientific) [123]. Electron flow was calculated by measuring the voltage drop 

across a 10 ohm external resistor. Values were logged every 10 min using a data 

acquisition system (LabJack U12, LabJack Corporation) connected to a PC. 
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Calculations. Each MEC condition was evaluated in terms of H2 yields and recoveries, 

coulombic efficiency, energy contribution from the power source and substrate, and 

energy recovered as H2. Many papers and textbooks review these calculations in detail 

[26,  32]. Sample calculations are included in Appendix B. 

4.4  Results 

4.4.1  Mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on acetate in modified 1191 medium  

Growth by G. sulfurreducens was indicated by near complete acetate degradation 

(Fig. 4.1a) and consistent current flux measured at the anode (Fig. 4.1b). An average of 

17 mM of acetate was consistently degraded in all three runs, while the duration of run 1 

and 2 was much shorter (280 h) when compared to run 3 (530 h). The longer batch was 

the result of purging the gas in the headspace and allowing operation to continue until H2 

production re-stabilized (see arrow (ii) in Fig. 4.1b). The purpose was to reduce acetate 

carry-over into experiment ii). The measured current density remained stable at 0.46 A m-

2, while the H2 concentration reached a maximum average of approximately 4.0 ± 0.6 

mM across all three reactors. The pH of the media remained at 7.0 (data not shown). 

Despite a low H2 recovery of only 44 ± 16 %, 5.3 mol-H2 mol-1-glucoseEQ was produced 

consistently across three independent reactors (Table 4.1), proof that the MECs 

constructed were functional. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
 
Figure 4.1 Proof of design – G. sulfurreducens grown on acetate in a MEC a) Acetate degradation by G. 
sulfurreducens measured before (dark bar) and after (light bar) each chamber exchange; and b) electron 
flow normalized against working anode surface area and total H2 production. Arrows (i) indicate chamber 
exchanges (medium and gas) and substrate addition while arrow (ii) indicates headspace purge (gas only). 
Data points represent the average of three independent MECs operating in parallel subject to identical 
growing conditions. Error bars represent the standard deviation (SD).   
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Table 4.1 MEC performance evaluated in terms of H2 yields, H2 recoveries, energy input, and energy recovered Co-culture runs were not reproducible – 
values were calculated for every run and averaged across three independent reactors. Coulombic efficiency was calculated based on total substrate consumption 
and did not include biomass assimilation. 
 

            

    Hydrogen recoveries Energy recoveries 

  Total H2 yield Coulombic Overall Electricity input 
Electricity + 

substrate 

Condition   
YH2 (mol-H2 / 
mol-glucoseEQ) (+/-) CE  (%) (+/-) rH2  (%) (+/-) ηin (%) (+/-) ηW+S  (%) (+/-) 

Proof of designa  5.3 1.9 101.4 b 12.9  44.2 16.1 32.0 7.8 28.4 10.5 

Synthetic blenda  3.5 0.6 92.3 13.3 28.8 5.3 25.8 2.8 20.5 4.1 

Co-culture 1 9.7 0.1 65.7c 0.8 80.7 11.5 19.7 0.2 62.0 9.0 

 2 3.6 0.6 45.4 c 4.9 29.8 5.1 14.5 1.3 24.3 3.8 

 3 2.9 0.6 38.5 c 3.1 24.5 6.4 12.6 0.8 20.5 5.1 
            

 
YH2, H2 yield per mol glucoseEQ consumed; CE, coulombic efficiency; rH2, total H2 recovered per total glucoseEQ consumed; ηin, electrical contribution versus 
total energy available from electrical and substrate input; ηW+S, energy recovered as H2 versus energy available from electrical and substrate input   
a values calculated from the average of all three runs carried out in three independent reactors 
b third run from each reactor was omitted due to inaccurate acetate measurements 
c total electrons available in substrate included the complete consumption of cellobiose minus the production of end-products by C. termitidis 
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4.4.2  Mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on a synthetic blend of fermentation 

end-products in modified 1191 medium 

Consistent growth and substrate utilization was observed in all three runs of each 

MEC (Fig. 4.2). The duration of runs 1, 2, and 3 gradually increased from 240, 340, to 

380 h, respectively. The anodic current density was lower than cultures on acetate alone, 

eventually stabilizing around 0.37 A m-2, while the total amount of H2 produced was 

relatively consistent, plateauing at 3.9 ± 0.7 mM. Complete substrate degradation was 

observed, and G. sulfurreducens preferentially consumed formate and pyruvate before 

acetate and lactate. The observation that pyruvate was preferentially consumed in a MEC 

but remained untouched in balch tube (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4b) may be explained based on 

differences in metabolic responses of G. sulfurreducens towards electron acceptor 

variations [161]. Culturing G. sulfurreducens on an insoluble electron acceptor, such as 

Fe(III), resulted in pyruvate as the main carbon source for gluconeogenesis. When grown 

on fumarate, acetate was the primary carbon source. 

When the first point at the beginning of each batch was considered, ethanol 

appeared to be consumed.  However, this starting value was an artifact of calculating, 

rather than measuring, the amount of substrate. Concentration gradients due to the 

absence of mixing were initially observed when fresh substrate was added to each reactor 

resulting in inconsistencies between samples. Calculations were based on the measured 

residual concentrations at the end of each batch (according to C1V1 = C2V2) and totaled 

with the concentration of fresh substrate added. This was necessary in order to display the 

consumption of formate and other rapidly degraded substrates. The amount of H2 

recovered was much lower than on acetate alone, at 29 ± 5 % (Table 4.1). Lower  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 4.2 Current density, H2 production, and substrate degradation patterns by G. sulfurreducens 
in MECs grown on a synthetic blend of fermentation end-products a) Electron flow normalized against 
working anode surface area and total H2 production; and b) substrate degradation profiles. Substrate 
addition concentrations were influenced by C. termitidis grown on 2 g L-1 cellobiose in modified 1191 
medium. Arrows (i) indicate chamber exchanges (medium and headspace) and substrate addition, arrows 
(ii) represent 1 mL samples of reactor medium (MECs were disconnected for aseptic sampling), and arrow 
(iii) represents a power outage. Initial data points after each chamber exchange were calculated according 
to C1V1 = C2V2 to determine residual diluted concentrations of remaining substrates. Each data point 
represents the average of three independent MECs operating in parallel subject to identical growing 
conditions. Error bars represent the SD.   
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coulombic efficiencies (92 ± 13 %), and energy recovered as H2 (21 ± 4 %) were also 

observed. 

4.4.3  Co-culture growth of G. sulfurreducens and C. termitidis on cellobiose in 

modified 1191medium 

Co-culturing C. termitidis with G. sulfurreducens was not only difficult to achieve 

but was not sustainable under the operating conditions tested. The initial growth 

environment (35oC, 33 mM phosphate buffer, 2 g L-1 cellobiose, initial media pH of 7.0) 

favored growth of C. termitidis. Rapid substrate consumption led to high organic acid 

production and significant drops in culture pH (as low as 5.5). These conditions led to 

cell death (saponification within media indicative of cell lyses), no current generation, 

and no chemical H2 production at the MEC cathode. Parameters were adjusted (see 

section 4.3.3) to increase the buffering capacity of the media, reduce end-product 

production, and favor growth of G. sulfurreducens. As a result, it appeared growth by 

both organisms was achieved in run 1. Cellobiose was completely consumed after 25 h 

(data not shown) by C. termitidis and a maximum current density greater than 1 A m-2 

was produced by G. sulfurreducens (Fig. 4.3a). Substrate preference was observed once 

again with rapid formate consumption within the first 50 h followed by acetate after 95 h 

(Fig. 4.3b). Lactate degradation was much slower than formate and acetate, consistent 

with data from experiment ii). Non-significant levels of pyruvate were detected. A very 

high H2 recovery was obtained, generating 9.7 ± 0.1 mol-H2 mol-1glucoseEQ from the 

combined fermentation of cellobiose and bio-electrochemical conversion of its end-

products (Table 4.1). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 4.3 Co-culture of C. termitidis and G. sulfurreducens in a MEC grown on 1 g L-1 cellobiose a) 
Electron flow normalized against working anode surface area and total H2 production; and b) fermentation 
end-product production by C. termitidis and concomitant substrate degradation by G. sulfurreducens. 
Arrows indicate chamber exchanges (medium and gas) and substrate addition. Data points represent the 
average of three independent MECs operating in parallel subject to identical growing conditions. Error bars 
represent the SD. 
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Unfortunately, these results could not be maintained. A continuous decrease in H2 

recoveries and yields was calculated for run 2 and 3, reaching as low as 25 ± 6 % and 2.9 

± 0.6 mol-H2 mol-1glucoseEQ respectively (Table 4.1). The current density at the anode 

continued to drop below 0.5 A m-2, suggesting unhealthy conditions impeding growth of 

G. sulfurreducens. It appeared growth by C. termitidis continued, characterized by 

complete cellobiose consumption within the first 25 h of both runs and consistent ethanol 

production (4 mM). However, the decrease in run length from 79 to 64 h, accumulation 

of lactate, and gradual decrease in culture pH (from 7.4 to 6.9) suggest C. termitidis was 

being forced into a stationary phase where growth could not be sustained. Contrary to 

previous experiments reporting substrate preference, formate was detected but acetate 

was not. It is possible that the presence of a formate dehydrogenase in G. sulfurreducens 

strain PCA (fdnG – selenocysteine-containing major subunit, fdnH – iron-sulfur subunit, 

GSU0780 – accessory protein fdhD) could produce formate from CO2 and H2. However, 

this statement is purely speculative requiring further investigation to determine the 

activity of this enzyme under current operating conditions.  

4.5  Discussion 

4.5.1  Evaluating MEC performance: low H2 recoveries in pure cultures of G. 

sulfurreducens  

Despite near complete acetate removal by run 3 in experiment i) (Fig. 4.1a), only 

44 ± 16 % of the theoretical amount of H2 was recovered (Table 4.1). A H2 recovery 

below 100 % suggests H2 is either being lost or consumed. Previous studies suggest H2 

recycling by G. sulfurreducens is possible [32]. It has been previously shown that G. 

sulfurreducens is capable of oxidizing H2 via uptake hydrogenases [153]. Additionally, a 
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CE greater than 100 % (Table 4.1) suggests electrons were being transferred to the anode 

by some unaccounted source. It is also possible that a small H2 leak at the septum of the 

sampling port may have resulted in lower than expected recoveries. The maximum 

headspace pressure reached in both experiments i) and ii) was 117 kPa (17 psi). Only 4 

mM of H2 was produced, yet more could be generated if the headspace was purged, when 

the gauge pressure returned to 0 kPa (experiment i), run 3). In experiment iii), the septum 

of each MEC was re-sealed. As a result, 5.2 mM of H2 was produced reaching a pressure 

as high as 165 kPa (24 psi). If H2 was continuously removed from the headspace, not 

only would this prevent the accumulation of pressure leading to potential leaks in the 

system or thermodynamically limiting conditions, but would reduce potential H2 

recycling and microbial consumption of H2 by scavengers typically found in mixed 

wastewater populations [109,  111 - 114]. 

The manual application of the Pt catalyst resulted in slower rates of H2 production 

at the cathode. Only 0.13 m3-H2 m-3 d-1 was produced in experiment i), versus 1.00 m3-

H2 m-3 d-1 based on previous tests using identical reactors but replacing the existing 

cathode with a Pt loaded carbon electrode applied via electroplating (BASF Fuel Cell, 

Inc.). Due to the high cost, this cathode could not be used despite achieving results 

similar to other MECs reported in literature (Table 4.2). 

4.5.2  Strategies for maintaining a sustainable consortium in a microbial electrolysis 

cell 

Syntrophic associations between chemotrophs like G. sulfurreducens and C. 

termitidis derive their metabolic energy from Gibbs free energy changes, ∆G, of chemical
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Table 4.2 The effect of Pt application on MEC performance, evaluated in terms of H2 recoveries, energy input, and energy recovered All studies were 
single-chambered MECs, operated at an applied voltage of 0.6 V, used acetate as the sole carbon source, and had 0.5 mg Pt cm-2 catalyst loading at the cathode. 
Our study was a pure culture of G. sulfurreducens while [32] used inoculum from wastewater. Poor MEC performance is attributed to the manual application of 
the Pt catalyst layer to the cathode versus electroplating. 
 
 

      

  Hydrogen recoveries Energy recoveries 

  Coulombic Overall 
Electricity 

input 
Electricity + 

substrate 

Study 
Total liq. volume 

(mL) CE  (%) rH2  (%) ηin (%) ηW+S  (%) 

Proof of design (this study)a 80 101 44 32 28 

Proof of design (not published)b 80 83 92 30 85 
      

Call and Logan (2008) [32] 28 88 92 n/a 80 
      

 
a Pt catalyst was manually applied (see Materials and Methods) 
b Pt catalyst was applied via electroplating (BASF Fuel Cell, Inc., carbon cloth electrode, ECC, 0.5 mc cm-2 TM loading using 10 % Pt (on Vulcan XC-72)) 
n/a information not available 
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reactions [151]. Considering the operating environment of a MEC is close to standard 

temperature and pressure (STP) conditions, it becomes evident that an obligate syntrophic 

relationship between G. sulfurreducens and C. termitidis will not exist (Table 4.3). The 

fate of co-culture experiments was decided by the rate of independent growth by C. 

termitidis and not by the rate of carbon uptake by G. sulfurreducens. An unbalanced flux 

of fermentation end-product formation to consumption was the leading cause of system 

failure.  

To further illustrate this point, consider the microbial interactions between 

fermentative, acetogenic, and methanogenic organisms typically found in anaerobic 

digesters. The metabolism of methanogens is restricted to a limited number of substrates, 

including H2/CO2, formate, acetate, and several other alcohols and methylated 

compounds [162 - 164]. Successful methanogenic environments require fermentative and 

acetogenic bacteria to oxidize complex organic material into compounds directly useable 

by methanogens. Most fermentation reactions responsible for the oxidation of complex 

substrates to reduced organic compounds have negative ∆Go′ values and may proceed 

independently from the microbial population. Conversely, many acetogenic reactions 

responsible for the further oxidation of these fermentation end-products typically have 

positive ∆Go′ values and are thermodynamically possible only if the products are 

efficiently removed by methanogens (Table 4.3). Methanogenic bacteria control the 

process by “pulling” the acetogenic reactions forward. Two strategies have been 

proposed to maintain stable H2 production from cellulosic waste in a MEC: 
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Table 4.3 Common fermentation, acetogenic, methanogenic, and MEC reactions involved in the 
syntrophic degradation of organic compounds (adapted from [151])a 

 
   

Chemical Reaction ∆Go′  (kJ reaction-1) Reference 

Fermentation   

Glucose  → 2 Pyruvate- + 2 H+ + 2 H2 -112.1 [138] 

Glucose + 4 H2O → 2 Acetate- + 2 HCO3
- + 4 H+ + 4 H2 - 206.3 [138] 

Pyruvate- + H2 → Lactate- - 43.1 [138] 

Pyruvate- + H2O + H2 → Ethanol- + HCO3
- - 56.9 [138] 

Acetogenic   

Ethanol + H2O → Acetate- + H+ +2H2 + 9.6 [151] 

Lactate- + 2 H2O → Acetate- + HCO3
- + H+ + 2 H2 - 4.2 [151] 

Acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3
- + H+ + 4 H2  + 104.6 [138,  151] 

Methanogenic   

4 H2 + HCO3
- + H+ → CH4 + 3 H2O -135.6 [151] 

Acetate- + H2O → CH4 + HCO3
- - 31.0 c 

Formate- + H+ + 3 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2O -134.3 [138] 

MEC reactionsb   

Acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3
- + H+ + 4 H2  + 104.6 c 

Lactate- + 6 H2O → 3 HCO3
- + 2 H+ + 6 H2 + 100.6 c 

Pyruvate- + 6 H2O → 3 HCO3
- + 2 H+ + 5 H2 + 57.4 c 

Formate- + H2O → HCO3
- + H2  + 1.3 c 

   

 
a changes in Gibbs free energies calculated at 25 oC and 1 atm.  H2 and CH4 in the gaseous state; all other 
substances in aqueous solutions at concentrations of 1 M. 
b combination of possible half-reactions at the anode with the reduction of H+ to form H2 at the cathode. 
Example: acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3

- + 9 H+ + 8 e- (anode); 2 H+ + 2 e- → H2 (cathode) 
c calculated from Gibbs free energies of formation tables [138], where ∆Go = ∑∆ƒo(products) - 
∑∆ƒo(reactants) under STP conditions (25oC, 1 M solutes, 1 atm). Values were adjusted to pH 7 (to 
compensate for physiological conditions) according to ∆Go′ = ∆Go + m∆Gƒ′(H+), where m is the net 
number of protons in the reaction and ∆Gƒ′(H+) = -39.87 kJ mol-1. 
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1. Reduce the growth rate of C. termitidis. Cellobiose was used as a carbon source to 

shorten the duration of the experiments and simplify the analysis. It was anticipated the 

higher rate of growth and product formation by C. termitidis could be controlled by G. 

sulfurreducens. Unfortunately, this could not be accomplished despite efforts to manage 

culture pH, lower incubation temperature to reduce doubling times, and decrease carbon 

loading to minimize end-product concentrations (Fig. 4.3b). Culturing C. termitidis on 

cellulose, which is a more complex substrate, may be required to successfully co-culture 

C. termitidis with G. sulfurreducens.  

Batch experiments in modified 1191 medium were conducted using a pure culture 

of C. termitidis on 2 g L-1 α-cellulose (not published). Major fermentation end-products 

included, H2, CO2, acetate, formate, and ethanol. An O/R balance of 1.07 was calculated 

based on the ratio of oxidized products (formate, CO2) to reduced products (H2, ethanol), 

while 98.2 % of the carbon consumed was recovered. Three important differences 

between growth on α-cellulose versus cellobiose was observed: i) growth was 

significantly slower, with a doubling time of 54 h versus 12 h; ii) culture pH never 

dropped below 6.0; and iii) no pyruvate or lactate production was observed. Slow growth 

on α-cellulose resulted in volumetric rates of acetate and formate production comparable 

to rates of consumption by G. sulfurreducens in a MEC (Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4 Comparison of volumetric rates of production of key fermentation end-products by C. 
termitidis in batch with volumetric rates of consumption by G. sulfurreducens in a MEC All 
experiments were conducted in modified 1191 growth medium at 35oC and in triplicates reactors (balch 
tubes or MEC). 
 

     

    Volumetric rates of production / consumption 

Organism Substrate 
Doubling 

time Final pH Acetate Formate Ethanol Lactate 
  h  µM h-1 
C. termitidis Cellobiose 

(2 g L-1) 
12a 5.8 231 286 119 101 

 Cellulose 
(2 g L-1) 

54b 6.0 7 28 9 0 

        

G. sulfurreducensc Defined 
substrates 

n/a 7.5-7.6 7 46 0 4 

        

  
a based on OD measured spectrophotometrically at 600nm 
b based on protein production extracted using the modified Bradford method [128] and measured 
spectrophotometrically at 540 nm 
c volumetric rates of consumption were averaged over run 2 and 3 from experiment ii) 
 
 

The absence of lactate formation is a particularly important result. Lactate was 

consumed at the slowest rate when in the presence of other fermentation end-products 

(Fig. 4.2b). Its accumulation within MEC co-cultures is potentially damaging (Fig. 4.3b) 

if not adequately removed or properly controlled. Previous studies with C. termitidis 

[123] and other members of the genus Clostridium have shown that lactate formation is 

greater under conditions of low pH (Clostridium thermocellum) [126,  131] and high 

substrate flux (Clostridium cellulolyticum) [141]. Limiting the amount of carbon 

available to C. termitidis while maintaining culture pH at neutral conditions are highly 

recommended. Additionally, extracellular pyruvate should not be produced since 

typically it is only observed under conditions of high carbon flux (see Chapter 3). 

 
2. Addition of acetogenic bacteria to promote syntrophic cooperation and stability to 

MEC microbial communities. Like electricigens such as G. sulfurreducens, 

methanogens are specialized bacteria limited to a number of substrates [151,  165]. In 
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typical methanogenic environments, organic material must be degraded by balanced 

associations with other organisms, in particular fermenting, acetogenic, and other 

methanogenic bacteria [151]. Countless examples of sustainable methanogenic 

environments have been achieved in proven wastewater treatment technologies such as 

Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Bed (UASB) and Expanded Granular Sludge Bed (EGSB) 

reactors [151,  155].  In such systems, fermentative organisms are not rate limiting and 

experience short doubling times [166,  167] resulting in an overwhelming presence of up 

to 90 % of the total microbial population [168]. Yet despite the abundance of 

fermentative organisms, methanogens are still able to survive. The presence of syntrophic 

conversion reactions is required to minimize the effect of high concentrations of specific 

intermediates. This principle can be applied to microbial populations in MECs.  

The addition of an acetogenic organism may be an interesting strategy to stabilize 

the microbial population of the MEC community. Several syntrophic acetogenic 

candidates include the long-chain fatty acid degrading Syntrophomonas sapovorans (C4-

C18) [169] and the alcohol-degrading Desulfovibrio vulgaris [170]. In addition to 

syntrophic relationships with G. sulfurreducens, continuous H2 removal may be 

necessary to keep partial pressures low to thermodynamically drive acetogenic reactions 

forward. Thorough investigations into the energetics of syntrophic cooperation in 

methanogenic degradation, have been reported by Schink (1997) [165]. 

4.5.3  Using substrate specificity as a tool for online population health measurements 

Exploiting preferential substrate degradation by G. sulfurreducens may provide 

engineers and scientists with a tool for indirectly monitoring co-culture health and 

activity in a MEC. Growth on a synthetic blend of fermentation end-products in batch 
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using fumarate as a terminal electron acceptor (Chapter 3) and in a MEC (experiment ii)) 

demonstrate that mono-cultures of G. sulfurreducens preferentially consume formate. It 

was also shown that lactate degradation was rate limiting and accumulation within the 

reactor was possible (Fig. 4.3b). The accumulation of lactate within the medium indicates 

environmental pressures (pH, substrate flux) imposed on C. termitidis while the 

accumulation of formate indicates a poor performing or possibly failing culture of G. 

sulfurreducens, providing low H2 partial pressures are maintained in the headspace. In 

addition to pH measurements and current flux at the anode, it is proposed that formate 

and lactate concentrations are monitored because they may serve as useful boundary 

controls, indicating co-culture sustainability or predicting MEC failure.  
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 

5.1  Strategies for increased, sustainable H2 production  

This purpose of this thesis was to improve our current understanding of the 

relationship between fermentative and electrogenic bacteria in MECs. The 

characterization experiments designed to study pure cultures revealed several important 

conclusions, discussed below.  This work lays the foundation for the future design of an 

MEC capable of generating sustainable amounts of H2 at increased concentrations from 

cellulosic waste.  

 
1. Enhanced H2 production is possible by integrated fermentative microbial 

electrohydrogenesis. A total of 9.7 mol-H2 mol-1-glucoseEQ was produced at a maximum 

rate of 1.53 m3-H2 m-3 day-1 (25oC, 1 atm, 0.054 L headspace). Despite a high glucose-to-

H2 conversion efficiency of 81 %, additional H2 production is possible. A low MEC 

coulombic efficiency of 65.7 ± 0.8 % and no H2 production in balch tube co-cultures 

suggest possible H2 consumption by G. sulfurreducens. It is recommended that H2 partial 

pressures are kept to a minimum in combination with a membrane to separate electrode 

reactions. Low H2 concentrations in the headspace could thermodynamically favor 

increased fermentative H2 production while prevent H2 consumption by uptake 

hydrogenases and/or possible formate production (in combination with CO2). The use of 

a membrane will eliminate any biological consumption of chemical H2 production at the 

cathode. 
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2. Geobacter sulfurreducens preferentially consumes formate, followed by acetate and 

lactate. Recognizing lactate degradation as rate limiting when in the presence of formate 

and acetate is an important parameter for engineers to regulate. Lactate is typically 

produced under conditions of low pH or high carbon flux. Monitoring lactate levels, as 

well as formate, may be a useful tool for indirectly monitoring co-culture health and 

activity.  

 
3. The flux of fermentation intermediates must be balanced to stabilize co-culture 

dynamics. High H2 production within the MEC co-culture could not be maintained. The 

conversion rate of end-product consumption to electrons was far too slow compared to 

the fermentation of cellobiose. Slow growth by G. sulfurreducens has previously been 

reported in mixed-culture MFC experiments. Despite the presence of the highly 

thermodynamically favorable terminal electron acceptor, O2, relatively slow-growing 

methanogens are able to compete with electricigens by directing electrons towards 

methane production and away from electricity generation [160].  

Strategies to control the unbalanced flow of intermediates within MEC co-

cultures include: i) reducing the growth rate, and ultimately the rate of end-product 

synthesis, of C. termitidis by culturing the bacteria on a much more complex substrate 

(e.g. α-cellulose); and ii) minimize the high concentrations of specific intermediates with 

the addition of an acetogenic bacteria. Low H2 partial pressures must be maintained to 

thermodynamically drive these reactions. 
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5.2  Limitations of current experiments 

The greatest challenge for characterizing co-culture populations in an MEC was 

accurately sampling, measuring, and differentiating active biomass from anodic biofilm 

and planktonic cultures. Monitoring a dynamic microbial population in a MEC is a 

necessary control to maintain process efficiency at maximum operating capacity. 

Unfortunately, online analysis of planktonic and biofilm dynamics is extremely difficult, 

elaborate, and time consuming. Precisely measuring MEC biomass is an area that 

requires further investigation and development. Additionally, future studies should be 

directed towards the characterization of C. termitidis with special emphasis on pyruvate 

catabolism and carbon distribution. The flux of metabolites between C. termitidis and G. 

sulfurreducens must be explored in greater detail to identify key mechanisms of carbon 

and electron flow between organisms. Continuous chemostat experiments are 

recommended in order to maintain constant rates of growth, production, and 

consumption, at defined dilution rates and substrate loading concentrations. 

5.3  Future engineering design considerations 

Continuous removal of contaminants and replacement of nutrients and salts is 

necessary for the sustained operation of any system. Numerous complications may arise 

when operating in batch and fed-batch mode, the most prominent including the 

accumulation of undesired products (catalyst fouling, sluggish kinetics, lowered pH), the 

consumption of buffer (large fluctuations in solution pH), and the utilization of substrate 

(carbon limiting conditions for microorganisms).  In continuous MEC operation, low H2 

and CO2 partial pressures can be maintained, while ethanol can be efficiently removed to 
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avoid accumulation and contamination.  The build-up of lactate can also be avoided, and 

possibly recycled, minimizing the effects of low medium pH.  

It appears that small electrical resistances at the laboratory scale may become 

enormous energy sinks during the scale-up of MEC reactors. The distance electrons 

travel between electrodes must be kept to a minimum in addition to using highly 

conductive materials. Another important design consideration is as current densities 

improve at the anode, H2 production at the cathode becomes rate limiting [29,  41,  160]. 

In light of new electrode materials and catalysts, increasing the surface area of the 

cathode relative to the anode will help minimize cathodic reactions from limiting electron 

transfer rates to the anode [160].  

Finally, future reactor designs should incorporate concepts employed by 

wastewater technologies since MEC co-culture dynamics closely resemble microbial 

communities typically found in anaerobic digestion. In particular, the Upflow Anaerobic 

Sludge Bed (UASB) reactor serves as an appropriate model. The construction, design, 

and mode of operation favors i) high activated sludge retention and ii) sufficient contact 

between viable biomass and medium [155]. A continuous MEC (Fig. 5.1) could retain 

cells by two means: i) brush anodes inserted down the center of a tubular frame will not 

only increase anodic surface area up to 300x greater [32], but will allow G. 

sulfurreducens to form thick, healthy biofilms; and ii) C. termitidis is known to adhere 

directly to insoluble substrates during hydrolysis (Fig. 5.2a). When cultured on α-

cellulose, cells and substrate group together forming clumps with satisfactory settling 

properties (Fig. 5.2b and 5.2c). As substrate is consumed, cells would be carried to the  
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a) 

 
b)  

           
 
Figure 5.1 Potential UASB-MEC reactor configuration for enhanced H2 production The proposed 
drawing addresses several of the problems the existing design currently faces. a) Cross-sectional view and 
b) top view of the tubular reactor architecture. Continuous operation will provide more control over 
environmental conditions.  Mass transfer could potentially be improved with heightened biomass-to-
medium contact. A brush anode and circular cathode/PEM will increase electrode surface areas and 
electron flux.   
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surface of the reactor and removed from the system. Sufficient contact between cells and 

medium could be achieved from biogas production and an even upflow velocity from the 

feed line placed at the bottom of the reactor. Mixing would be kept to a minimum 

because the biofilms formed by G. sulfurreducens on the anode and C. termitidis on the 

substrate are vulnerable to heavy agitation. A proton exchange membrane (PEM), heat 

pressed directly against a Pt coated cathode, would encircle the brush anode. Not only 

would this create a liquid/solid/gas barrier separating H2 production from the microbial 

community, but the circular design would significantly increase the surface area of the 

cathode. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 

c) 

 
Figure 5.2 Advantageous growth characteristics of C. termitidis on insoluble substrates a) Scanning 
electron microscopy images display small appendages protruding from the body of C. termitidis, 
demonstrating the organism’s ability to attach directly to the surface of its carbon source. A serum bottle 
containing 2 g L-1 α-cellulose and b) no culture (negative control) versus c) a pure culture of C. termitidis is 
illustrated. Growth on cellulose clumps substrate with biomass, providing good settling properties desirable 
in a USAB-MEC type reactor. Gas bubbles and medium turbidity indicate cell growth. 
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Appendix A: The Microbial Electrolysis Cell 
 

 

Contained in this appendix: A.1 CAD drawings of the MECs detailing how the reactor 

body can be constructed from cast acrylic. A complete list of materials used in the 

assembly and operation of each reactor is also provided, including part numbers and cost; 

A.2 a standard operating protocol (SOP) for reactor start-up; and A.3 a procedure on how 

to make a catalyst layer for a carbon cloth cathode. 
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A.1 MEC fabrication 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 
 
Figure A.1.1 Drawings of the fabricated microbial electrolysis cell a) Right view, b) front view, and c) trimetric view of the assembled reactor. Exploded view 
represented in d). All drawings were composed using Ashlar Vellum, Xenon v.7 SP2. Drawings are not to scale.
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Figure A.1.2 Conceptual model of the microbial electrolysis cell Note threaded rods (4x) seen in drawing were replaced with threaded bolts (8x) in order to 
effectively seal the chamber. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 

c) 

 
 
Figure A.1.3 Constructed MECs in operation a) Close-up of reactor without a Ag/AgCl reference probe. b) 3 x MEC experimental set-up with rectifier inside 
the incubator, next to the c) LabJack data acquisition system.
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A.2 MEC start-up procedure 
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Materials 
 
[A] Reactor 
 
2 Endplates – cast acrylic 
1 Cell chamber – cast acrylic 
2 S.S. 3/8” compression fitting to ¼” Male NPT w/ tapered neck - reduction fitting 
2 S.S. 3/8” nuts for compression fittings 
2 Nylon ferrule set 
2 3/8” inner diameter nitrile rubber o-ring 
2 2 ¾” inner diameter nitrile rubber o-ring 
1 ½” Septa Puresep T 
1 New Brunswick fermentor septa with hole bored out in middle 
1 Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 11 mm diameter, BASi  
1 Carbon cloth electrode 
1  Carbon cloth electrode loaded with 0.5 mg Pt/C catalyst 
2 20 G S.S. wire pieces – approx. 1 ½” long 
4 S.S. ¼” threaded rods – approx. 7” long 
8 S.S. lock washers 
8 S.S. wing nuts 
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[B] Assembly Tools 
 
1 Tin foil 
1 5/8” crescent wrench 
1 4 mm Allen key 
1 Loctite 5905 Flange sealant 
4 Sterile 22G1 needles 
1 Sterile filter – 0.2 µm 
1 60 ml syringe 
1  Pair of examination gloves 
1 70% ethanol 
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Procedure 
 

1. Place new 3/8” nitrile o-rings into the circular grooves located at the end of the 
cell chamber. Ensure o-ring sits properly in groove – thoroughly inspect for any 
imperfections in the rubber and remove any debris that may interfere with the 
seal.  

 
2. Cut a carbon cloth electrode to size and center within the o-ring. Trim any loose 

ends – any fibers that lay across the o-ring will prevent a gas-tight seal.  
 

  
 

3. Lay a 20G S.S. wire across the electrode, o-ring, and cell chamber, allowing a 
slight overhang over the edge of the chamber. Ensure the wire is pointing in the 
same direction as the S.S. fittings. To prevent any leaks, place a bead of silicone 
onto the tip of a 22G1 needle and spread evenly across the S.S. wire and o-ring.  

 

 
 
4. Lower the end cap into place, being careful not to disturb the S.S. wire. Use the 1 
½ in hex bolts to properly align the end cap with the chamber. Place a lock washer 
and wing nut at the end of each bolt and gently squeeze the end cap into place. 
Wing nuts should be screwed no more than FINGER TIGHT.  
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5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for the other side of the chamber, using the carbon cloth 

electrode loaded with 0.5 mg Pt/C catalyst. Make sure the electrode face with the 
Pt catalyst is facing inwards. 

 
6. Place a 2 ¾” nitrile o-ring around the tapered neck of two S.S. fasteners. Thread 

the NPT end of both fasteners into the chamber until finger tight. 
 

 
 

7. Loosen wing nuts without separating end cap from chamber. The cast acrylic 
needs room to breath when inside the autoclave. If this is not followed, the plastic 
will warp at the pressure points.  

 
8. Assemble the sampling port. Sandwich a septum between a set of nylon ferrules. 

Place assembly inside a 3/8” compression nut. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
9. Place the reactor inside a beaker and cover with tin foil. Group the septum 

assembly and second compression nut with nylon ferrules and wrap in tin foil as 
well. Disconnect one gas manifold hose, cover the ends with tin foil, and place 
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inside a metal hose container. Paper napkins, a 5/8” crescent wrench, and 4mm 
allen key must also be wrapped in tin foil. Note: The only pieces that will not be 
autoclaved are the reference electrode and the septum with a hole bored 
through the middle. 

 

      
 

10. Place all pieces in the autoclave and set for a 15 min exposure and 15 min drying 
time. 

 
 
Laminar Flow Hood Preparation Procedure: 
 
Note: Anything entering the flow hood must be wiped down with 70% EtOH 
(including your examination gloves) to avoid the introduction of possible 
contaminants 
 

1. Wearing examination gloves, wipe down all surfaces (walls and bench) with 70% 
EtOH. 

2. Place inside the flow hood: i) alcohol burner, ii) lighter, iii) bottle of 70% EtOH, 
and iv) paper towel 

3. Lower the sache to the bottom position and turn the UV light ON.  
4. After 1 hour, turn UV light OFF, raise sache into the upper position, and allow air 

to flow for 15 min. 
5. Wipe down working surface with 70% EtOH and ignite alcohol burner.  

 
 

11.  Remove items from the autoclave and place inside the laminar flow hood. 
Remove all tin foil from hood. Place the reactor within relatively close proximity 
to the flame and allow to cool for 30 min. The flame from an alcohol burner 
should sterilize the air around it but should not be hot enough to heat up and melt 
the plastic reactor. 

 
12.  Using the 4 mm Allen key, carefully tighten all wing nuts one side at a time in a 

criss-cross pattern until both reactor ends are sealed. Use caution: over-
tightening may cause the acrylic body to crack. 
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13.  Using the 5/8” crescent wrench, securely tighten both fasteners making sure the 
o-ring makes a tight and even seal all the way around. Use caution: fastener may 
bite into the seal when tightening. If this occurs, the seal is compromised and 
must be replaced. Over tightening may also strip the threads and/or crack 
the acrylic chamber. 

 

    
 
14.  Screw the septum assembly with compression nut onto one of the open ports. 

Build the reference electrode assembly using the same procedure as in step 8 
(except this time there will be an electrode through the middle of the septum) and 
screw the compression nut onto the second open port. 

 
Note: Because the reference electrode cannot be autoclaved, soak the electrode (with 
the septum) in 15% bleach for 10 min. Place in laminar flow and soak with 70% 
EtOH. Air dry. 
 

 
 
15.  Check for leaks:  

i. Spray 70% EtOH on the reactor sampling port 
ii. Reconnect the sterilized hose to the gas manifold 

iii. With the N2 tank regulator set to 25 psi, allow gas to flow through the 
manifold. Attach a sterile filter tip (0.2 um) and sterile 22G1 needle to the 
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end of the hose and stab the septum. Allow the pressure within the reactor 
chamber to equilibriate (30 sec to 1 min).  

 

 
 

iv. With the chamber now pressurized, use Snoop, soapy water, or some other 
leak detection solution and look for any bubbles than may develop. Pay 
special attention to the fastener seals and both S.S. wires at each end. 

 
Any leaks must be plugged with silicone. All leaks should be addressed within the 
laminar flow hood. Allow fresh silicone to cure for AT LEAST 8 hours before 
continuing. 

 

 
 
16.  With an air-tight seal, all O2 must be removed from the reactor chamber. This is 

performed by toggling between gas:vaccum cycles using 100% N2 for 1:1.5 min 
respectively, 5 times with the N2 regulator pressure set to 12-14 psi. Reminder: 
to ensure N2 is sterile, attach a 0.2 µm filter to gas manifold and spray 
sampling port with alcohol prior to injection. 

 
17.  Using aseptic techniques, under the flame transfer 45 ml of sterile, anaerobic 

medium to the reactor chamber using a 60 ml syringe. User should experience 
significant resistance during this step. If no backpressure exists, check reactor for 
leaks.  

 
18. Using aseptic techniques, under the flame add 2 ml of filter sterilized acetate (1M) 

and fumarate (1 M) to the reactor.  
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19. Aseptically check the pressure of the chamber and incubate the reactor at 35oC. 
After 24 hrs of incubation:  

i. The medium should remain clear. If not, the reactor is contaminated and the 
entire process must be repeated from step 1. 

ii. The pressure should hold. If there is any pressure drop, there is a leak in 
your system that must be detected and corrected with silicone. Repeat steps 
15, 16, and 19 until the problem is solved. 

 
20.  Using aseptic techniques, under the flame inoculate the reactor with 31 ml of a 

pure culture of G. sulfurreducens (in log phase). This brings the working volume 
of the reactor to 80 ml.  

 
21. Incubate the reactor at 35oC for 2 days. Aseptically take a 1 ml GC gas sample. 

There should be NO H2 PRODUCTION. Geobacter sulfurreducens does not 
produce any H2 gas during growth on acetate and fumarate. A peak here means 
the reactor is contaminated and the entire process must be repeated from step 1. If 
no H2 is detected, the experiment is ready to go. 
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A.3 Making a Pt/C Catalyst Layer1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Middaugh, J. (2006). How to make cathodes with a diffusion layer for single-chamber microbial 
fuel cell. 
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Electrode Dimension 
 
Diameter (φ) =  6.5  cm 
Radius (r) = 3.25 cm 
Area (Aelectrode)= π·r2 
  = 33.18 cm2 

 
 

Procedure 
 

1. 10% Pt/C needed for 0.5 mg Pt loading per cm2: 
• 0.5 mg/cm2 * 33.18 cm2 = 16.59 mg Pt catalyst 
• for powder containing only10% Pt  

16.59 mg / 0.1   = 165.92 mg of 10% Pt/C 
 

2. Add 0.83 µl DI water per mg Pt/C: 
• 0.83 µl/mg Pt/C * 165.92 mg Pt/C = 137.71 µ l DI water 

 
3. Vortex mixture in capped container with 6-8 glass beads 
 
4. Add Nafion Binding Solution: 

• 6.67 µl/mg Pt/C * 165.92 mg Pt/C = 1,106.66 µ l Nafion Solution 
 

5. Add iso-propanol: 
• 3.33 µl/mg Pt/C * 165.92 mg Pt/C = 640.76 µ l iso-propanol 

 
6. Vortex mixture. Evenly coat electrode using a thin paintbrush, being as 

homogenous and careful as possible. Allow coating to air-dry for at least 24h. 
 

 
 
Figure A.3.1 Freshly prepared cathodes curing for 24 h in laminar flow-hood used to clear any 
particulates from sticking to electrode surface.  
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Pictures 
 

  A)         B) 

    
 
Figure A.3.2 Preparing and applying the catalyst layer Catalyst mixture should have the same 
consistency as wall paint A). Gently and evenly apply the mixture with a fine tip paintbrush. Catalyst 
should be homogenously spread across entire electrode surface B).  
 
 
  a)                b) 

   
    
               c) 

 
 

Figure A.3.3 Carbon cloth electrodes a) Carbon cloth electrode before the catalyst layer is applied and b) 
after a 0.5 mg Pt/Catalyst layer is applied. c) An uneven, non-homogenous catalyst layer. 
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Appendix B: Calculations 
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List of Symbols 

 

B   = number of cells at the beginning    

b   = number of cells at the end  

bes  = mole of e- for each substrate generated from  

       half reactions     [mol-e-] 

C  = van’t Hoff constant     [K] 

Cg,(aq)  = molar amount of aqueous gas     [mol L-1] 

Δcs  = total substrate consumption    [mol L-1] 

Eps = power source voltage    [V] 

F  = Farraday’s constant,  96,485   [C mol-1-e-] 

g  = cell doubling time     [time / generations] 

∆HH2 = heat of combustion of H2    [kJ mol-1] 

∆Hs = heat of combustion of substrate   [kJ mol-1] 

I = measured current     [A] 

! 

Idt
ti

t f

"   = total amount of electrons recovered as current [C] 

k   = cell growth rate      [generations / time] 

kH  = Henry’s constant     [mol L-1 atm-1] 

n   = number of generations 

nH2   = mol H2 produced     [mol] 

ns  = mol substrate consumed    [mol] 

P  = absolute pressure     [mmHg] 

pg  = partial pressure of gas 

  = P · (% gas)      [atm] 

R  = universal gas constant, 62.3637  [L mmHg mol-1 K-1] 

Rex = external resistor     [Ω] 

T  = incubation temperature    [K] 

TΘ  = standard temperature,  298.15   [K] 

Δt   = change in time      [h] 

Vg  = volume of gas in headpsace   
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  = (Vheadspace) · (% gas)     [L] 

vL  = volume of liquid in anode chamber   [L] 

Win = total energy added to cell    [kW⋅h] 

Wps = energy added by power source   [kW⋅h] 

WRex = energy lost from external resistance  [kW⋅h] 

 

List of values 

 

CH2  = 500        [K] 

CCO2  = 2400       [K]   
  

! 

k
H ,H2 T

"
 = 7.9 x 10-4       [mol L-1 atm-1] 

! 

k
H ,CO2 T

"
 = 3.4 x 10-2       [mol L-1 atm-1] 
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1. Growth rate and doubling time 
 
General equation: 
 

b = B⋅2n     …   (A2.1) 
 
Solving for n: 
 

! 

n =
logb " logB

log2
    …   (A2.2) 

 
Expressed as a growth rate: 
 

! 

k =
n

"t
=
logb # logB

0.301(t
b
# t

B
)
   …   (A2.3) 

 
Expressed as a doubling time: 
 

! 

g =
1

k
      …   (A2.4) 

 
2. Gas production 
 
i) Express the % gas sampled from the headspace (GC analysis) in molar quantities, n, 
assuming ideal gas behavior: 
 

PVg = nRT     …   (A2.5) 
 
ii) Determine the soluble fraction of gas in the medium according to Henry’s Law. 
Assume water is the medium. 
 

Cg,(aq) = pgkH     …   (A2.6) 
 
Note: The temperature dependence of kH can be corrected according to the van’t Hoff 
equation: 
 

! 

k
H T

= k
H T

" exp #C
1

T
#
1

T
"

$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
) 

* 

+ 
, 

- 

. 
/   …   (A2.7) 

 
iii) For CO2, determine the amount of carbon expressed in the bicarbonate, HCO3

-, 
fraction. 
 
Carbonate equilibrium reactions: 
 
CO2,(g) ⇔ CO2,(aq) + H2O ⇔ H2CO3 ⇔ HCO3

- + H+ 
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Consider the equilibrium reaction between the weak acid, CO2,(aq), and its conjugate base, 
HCO3

-. H2CO3 is an intermediate, which is produced as fast as it is consumed, therefore 
the acid dissociation constant becomes: 
 

! 

ka =
HCO

3

"[ ] H +[ ]
[CO

2,(aq )]
 =  4.21 x 10-7  …   (A2.8) 

 
pka = -log10ka     …   (A2.9) 

 
Use the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation to solve for [HCO3

-]: 
 

! 

pH = pka + log10
[HCO3

"]

[CO2,(aq )]
   …   (A2.10) 

 
3. Redox balance and electron recovery 
 
An oxidation/reduction ratio for balch tube experiments was calculated for C. termitidis 
according to: 
 

! 

oxidized species

reduced species
=
(mol pyruvate) + 2(mol CO

2
) + (mol formate)

2(mol EtOH) + (mol H
2
)

 

 
where redox values of -0.5, 1, and 0 for H, O, and C respectively were assigned to each 
end-product. 
 
e.g. Ethanol, C2H6O  = (2⋅0) + (6⋅-0.5) + (1⋅1) = -2 
 
Electron recovery is the amount of electrons recovered in measured end-products and 
biomass versus the amount of electrons produced from the substrate consumed:  
 

! 

% e
"
re cov ery =

e
"
"mol produced in end " products

e
"
"mol available from substrate consumption

 (A2.11) 

 
 
 
Example A2.1: mono-culture of G. sulfurreducens grown on acetate and fumarate as the 
terminal e- acceptor 
 
i) complete oxidation of acetate in the absence of O2 generates 8 e-: 
Acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3

- + 9 H+ + 8 e- 
 
ii) the reduction of fumarate to succinate requires 2 e-:  
C4H4O4 + 2 H+ + 2 e- → C4H6O4 
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iii) acetate assimilation into biomass follows: 
17 C2H3O2

- + 11 H2O = 8 C4H7O3 + 2 HCO3
- + 15 OH- 

 
By measuring the amount of protein in the culture, the fraction of acetate used for 
biomass assimilation is determined from iii). The remaining dissimilated acetate is used 
to reduce fumarate, producing succinate: 
 

! 

%e
"
re cov ered =

(mol succinate)(2e
"
)

(mol dissimilated acetate)(8e
"
)

 

 
 
4. Hydrogen yield 
 
The H2 yield represents overall H2 production based on the amount of substrate 
consumed 
 

! 

Y
H
2

=
n
H
2

v
L
"c

s

     …   (A2.12) 

 
5. Coulombic efficiency 
 
Coulombic efficiency, CE, is defined as the number of electrons recovered as a current 
versus the amount of electrons available in the substrate 
 

! 

CE =

Idt
ti

t f

"

FbesvL#cs
    …   (A2.13)  

 
Formula break down: 
 

! 

C
E

=
Coulombs recovered

Theoretical coulombs in substrate
=
n
CE

n
th

  … (A2.14) 

 
where, 
 

! 

n
CE

=

Idt

t=0

t

"

F
     …   (A2.15) 

 
 

! 

n
th

= b
es
v
L
"c

s
     …   (A2.16) 
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Example A2.2: 
 
Substrate =  Acetate 
bes  = 8 mol-e-    ⇒   Acetate- + 4 H2O → 2 HCO3

- + 9 H+ + 8 e- 

vL  =  0.08 L 
Δcs  = 0.0503  mol L-1 
 
To determine CE, must i) import experimental data into MatLAB, ii) assign a line of best 
fit, and iii) calculate the area under the curve: 
 
i) MatLAB commands 
data = [];   % creates an open matrix named ‘data’ 
openvardata; % opens variable editor workspace named 'data' to input 

experimental values. Only load one column vector per array. 
cftool;  % opens the curve fitting toolbox 
 
ii) Assigning line of best fit 
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Linear model Poly4: 
       f(x) = p1*x^4 + p2*x^3 + p3*x^2 + p4*x + p5 
       where x is normalized by mean 2.199e+05 and std 1.271e+05 
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds): 
       p1 =  -7.724e-05  (-8.295e-05, -7.152e-05) 
       p2 =   0.0001905  (0.0001855, 0.0001955) 
       p3 =   1.491e-05  (-4.508e-07, 3.027e-05) 
       p4 =  -0.0002966  (-0.0003064, -0.0002867) 
       p5 =    0.002662  (0.002655, 0.00267) 
  
Goodness of fit: 
  SSE: 8.649e-06 
  R-square: 0.9018 

 
iii) Integrate the curve 
 

Xi Integral 
0 0 

44352.6 87.3863 
88705.2 199.591 
133058 321.891 
177410 445.317 
221763 565.445 
266116 681.166 
310468 793.479 
354821 904.262 
399173 1015.06 
443526 1125.87 

 
Calculate, CE: 
 

! 

C
E

=
1125.87

(96485) " (8) " (0.08) " (0.0503)
= 36.26%  

 
 
6. Overall H2 recovery 
 
Total amount of H2 produced versus theoretical amount of H2 that could be produced 
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r
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n
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     …   (A2.17) 
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7. Energy recovery based on electrical input 
 
Energy contribution of power source versus total energy input (electrical and substrate) 
 

! 

"
in

=
W

in

W
in

+W
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    …   (A2.18) 

 
where, 

! 

Win =Wps "WRex
= (IE ps " I

2
Rex )

t= 0

t

#   …   (A2.19) 

! 

W
s

= n
s
"H

s
     …   (A2.20) 

 
Note: 3600 kJ mol-1 
 
8. Energy recovery based on substrate and electrical input 
 
Overall energy recovery based on the energy within the substrate and contribution of 
input voltage 
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"
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W
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    …   (A2.21) 

 
where, 
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W
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    …   (A2.22) 
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